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Abstract
This study tested the hypothesis that decreasing the control O2 level from 95% to
40% (5% CO2 + 55% N2) maintains viability in caudal solitary complex (cSC) neurons in
transverse slices (~300-400µm) prepared from neonatal rat (P2-22) maintained at 3234°C. The underlying rationale is to reduce exposure to redox and nitrosative stimuli
generated during several hours of exposure to 95% O2 that produces a tissue O2
tension throughout the slice which is in excess of 203 kPa (2.0 atmospheres absolute,
ATA) oxygen. Whole cell recordings of cSC neurons maintained in 40% O2 exhibited
spontaneous firing and had similar membrane potentials (Vm) and input resistances (Rin)
as cSC neurons maintained in 95% O2. Neurons maintained in 40% O2, however, had
significantly lower intrinsic firing rates than those maintained in 95% O2. 67% of
neurons maintained in 40% O2 control were stimulated by hyperoxia, compared to 81%
of neurons maintained in 95% O2 that were stimulated by reoxygenation from relative
hypoxia. cSC neurons maintained in 40% O2 also exhibited CO2/H+-sensitivity,
including CO2/H+-excitation (31%) and CO2/H+-inhibition (31%) and most CO2/H+sensitive neurons were also stimulated by hyperoxia and reoxygenation or inhibited by
lower O2. It is also suggested that acute exposure to lower concentrations of O2 may
increase the incidence of CO2-inhibited cSC neurons. Anoxia reduced or eliminated all
firing in essentially all cSC neurons. Our findings indicate that brainstem slice viability is

v

retained in 40% O2 control and that hyperoxia is a general stimulant of many cSC
neurons, including chemosensitive neurons. We therefore recommend that 40% O2 be
used for brainstem electrophysiology studies.

vi

Chapter 1: Introduction

Breathing is the process by which mammalian organisms transfer inspired O2 to
hemoglobin via the alveoli of the lungs and CO2, produced as a byproduct of cellular
respiration, diffuses out of the blood into the alveolar space and is exhaled. The buildup
of CO2 in central chemosensitive regions of the brainstem is responsible for the
respiratory drive. It has long been known that CO2 stimulates breathing. Haldane in
1905 first reported that increasing the pCO2 of inhaled gas increased ventilatory
frequency. Many studies since then in a wide variety of mammals have confirmed that
CO2 is the major respiratory stimulus (reviewed in Feldman et al., 2003)
CO2 is detected via both central and peripheral chemoreceptors (Milsom, 2002).
The peripheral chemoreceptors, the carotid and aortic bodies, fire in response to changes
to arterial CO2. However the major stimulus for these cells appears to be arterial oxygen
concentration (paO2) and respiratory response to CO2 remains after denervation of the
carotid bodies (Nattie, 1987, Rodman et al., 2001). Therefore CO2‘s effect on respiration
seems to derive more from the central chemosensitive regions. To date, no single region
has been determined to be the primary central chemoreceptor region. In fact, multiple
regions of the brainstem have been shown to be CO2 chemosensitive and affect
respiratory behavior (Dean et al., 1989, Coates et al., 1993, Nattie et al., 1993, Richerson,
1995, Bernard et al., 1996, Kawai et al., 1996, Richerson et al., 2001).
1

The first central chemosensitive region described in the literature was the
ventrolateral medulla. Loeschke and Mitchell demonstrated that acidic media injected
into the fourth ventricle did not provoke a respiratory response but direct application of
acidic media to the ventrolateral surface of the medulla did (Severinghaus, 1998). From
this work and that of Schlafke and Loeschke, three regions of the ventrolateral medulla
have been identified as chemosensitive (Schlafke et al., 1975). For many years these
ventral medullary regions were thought to be the only chemosensitive regions that affect
respiration. Additional regions of chemosensitivity within the brainstem were eventually
discovered.
The caudal solitary complex (cSC), consisting of the caudal nucleus tractus
solitarius (cNTS) and the caudal dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (cDMV), is one of at
least eight sites of central CO2/H+ chemosensitivity residing in the CNS that functions in
CO2 chemoreception and pH homeostasis (Nattie, 1999, Nattie and Li, 2009, Dean and
Putnam, 2010). Neurons in the cSC, including CO2 chemosensitive neurons, are affected
by manipulation of tissue oxygen tension. Previous work on the SC has shown that
CO2/H+ chemosensitive cells there were also highly sensitive to hyperbaric oxygen and
hyperoxia (Mulkey et al., 2003a, Dean et al., 2004). Exposure to a chemical oxidant or
chemical generator of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in vitro at a constant level of tissue
oxygenation (95% O2) also decreases membrane conductance and stimulates firing rate
(Mulkey et al., 2004b). It is believed that hyperbaric O2 generates increased ROS and is a
source of stimulus to cSC neurons.
Studies of hypoxia have shown both stimulation and inhibition of ventilation in
areas of the brainstem known to be chemosensitive, although the CO2/H+
2

chemosensitivity of these hypoxia-sensitive cells has not been studied per se (Pascual et
al., 2002, Griffioen et al., 2007, Kline et al., 2007). However, it has been shown that 5HT knockout mice and rats given 5-HT antagonists lose sensitivity to hypercapnia while
retaining sensitivity to hypoxia (Taylor et al., 2005, Li and Nattie, 2008). Chronic
hypobaric hypoxia induces a form of neural plasticity (in vivo) that up-regulates the
proportion of CO2- inhibited neurons (in vitro) without significantly affecting the
population of CO2-excited neurons (Kline et al., 2007, Nichols et al., 2009b). Together,
these results suggest that neurons in the cSC, including CO2 chemosensitive neurons,
employ redox and nitrosative signaling mechanisms that are modulated by local tissue
oxygen tension (Haxhiu et al., 1995, Wang et al., 2004, Dean, 2010). It was previously
postulated that this may contribute to the paradoxical phenomenon in respiratory
physiology known as hyperoxic hyperventilation (Dean et al., 2004).
Given the variety of CO2/H+ chemosensitive regions that have been identified in
the brainstem, it suggests that they either work in concert to produce a total respiratory
response or else are capable of operating independently in a state-dependent manner. In
support of the latter hypothesis, it has been demonstrated that the response to CO2/H+ can
be state dependent (Li et al., 1999, Nattie, 2000, Nattie, 2001). Anesthesia can reduce or
eliminate the response to CO2 in some chemosensitive regions and activity differs during
sleep and wakefulness (Li et al., 1999, Nattie, 2000). Dean et al. (1989) demonstrated
intrinsic chemosensitivity in cSC neurons using transverse slices in which the
ventrolateral medulla had been removed, eliminating the possibility of synaptic influence
from the ventrolateral medulla. This means that even if there is a synchronized
distributed respiratory network, which seems unlikely, the chemosensitive components
3

are capable of responding independently of synaptic input from other chemosensitive
regions. In addition to CO2 chemosensitivity, a putative central respiratory
chemoreceptor must be able to affect respiratory patterns. Coates et al. (1993)
demonstrated that focal acidification of the ventrolateral medulla, NTS, and locus
coeruleus increased phrenic nerve activity. The phrenic nerve activates the diaphragm
and phrenic nerve activity is therefore used to study respiratory motor output from the
central nervous system. Bernard et al. (1996) found similar results to Coates et al. in the
midline raphe.
Although a great deal is known about where chemosensitive regions of the
brainstem can be found, there is little that is known for certain of the mechanism through
which these neurons respond to CO2/H+. Determining the actual mechanism of central
chemoreception has proven to be difficult. This is reflected in their reference as CO2/H+
sensitive cells. The relation of CO2 to intracellular and extracellular pH balance is
difficult to separate physiologically. CO2 passes directly through the cell membrane
where it is rapidly converted by carbonic anhydrase into HCO3- and free H+. Exposure to
hypercapnia results in acidification of both the extracellular and intracellular
compartments (Ritucci et al., 1997, Filosa et al., 2002, Putnam et al., 2004).
As would be expected, many potential mechanisms for CO2/H+ chemosensitivity
have been proposed. One of the first mechanisms, proposed by Winterstein in 1911 (see
Putnam et al., 2004 for historical review) was that chemosensitive cells were responding
to blood pH. Due to the blood-brain barrier this hypothesis was later refined to suggest
that the pH of the cerebrospinal fluid and/or extracellular pH provides the stimulus
(Winterstein, 1956). It has since been demonstrated that intracellular pH is a major
4

stimulus for chemosensitivity in the NTS, ventrolateral medulla, and locus coeruleus
(Ritucci et al., 1997, Ritucci et al., 1998, Filosa et al., 2002, Mulkey et al., 2004b). This
is supported by studies that demonstrate that chemosensitive cells within the NTS and
ventrolateral medulla remain acidified upon exposure to hypercapnia while nonchemosensitive cells in the inferior olive and hypoglossal motor nucleus have cellular
mechanisms for restoring intracellular pH balance (Ritucci et al., 1998). Another
potential mechanism is that CO2 itself is the stimulus for chemosensitive cells,
independent of its effects on external or internal pH (Filosa et al., 2002, Filosa and
Putnam, 2003). A multiple factors theory has been proposed that suggests that there is
not a single stimulus for chemosensitivity but that all of these mechanisms may
contribute to the response (Putnam et al., 2004).
If there are multiple factors that affect a cell‘s CO2/H+ chemosensitivity, there
would have to be multiple targets for a CO2/H+ stimulus. Potassium channels have been
suggested as a likely target for CO2/H+ chemosensitivity. Among these potential K+
channels are inward rectifying channels (Kir), acid sensitive channels (TASK channels),
calcium dependent channels (KCa) and voltage dependent channels (Kv) (Filosa and
Putnam, 2003, Putnam et al., 2004). In addition to K+ channels, L-type Ca2+ channels
and the Na+/H+ exchanger have been proposed as potential targets for a CO2/H+ stimulus
(Filosa and Putnam, 2003, Mulkey et al., 2004b). The potential for so many different
channels sensitive to changes in external and/or internal pH would allow for a diverse,
highly modular response to a CO2/H+ stimulus. There have been studies that have shown
that blocking a given channel type may reduce the chemosensitive response without
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eliminating it, providing further support for the multiple factors model (Filosa and
Putnam, 2003, Mulkey et al., 2006, Mulkey et al., 2007).
Typically acute brain slice experiments are performed using aeration of a
bicarbonate-buffered artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) medium equilibrated with 95%
O2 and 5% CO2. Alternatively, a HEPES-buffered medium is equilibrated with 100% O2.
Previous experiments from this laboratory have shown that the oxygen tension
throughout all depths, including the core, of a 300-400 µm thick brain slice preparation at
~37oC is significantly above physiological norms (in vivo) when the ACSF is equilibrated
with 95% O2. In fact, it is equivalent to the range of tissue pO2s that occur when
breathing over 2 atmospheres (203 kPa) absolute of hyperbaric oxygen (in vivo) (Mulkey
et al., 2001, Garcia et al., 2010a). Even with ACSF equilibrated with 95% N2 and 5%
CO2 (anoxia), in a submerged brain slice preparation, there was sufficient O2 diffusion
from the overlying atmosphere to result in a tissue pO2 that was at or slightly above
physiological norms (in vivo) (Garcia et al., 2010a). Additionally, experiments in CA1
hippocampal slices harvested from adult rats showed a dose dependent relationship
between the level of oxygenation of the superfusion medium and rate of production of
superoxide at ~37oC (D'Agostino et al., 2007) and the level of isoprostane production
(Fessel et al., 2002). Superoxide, other free radicals, and their highly reactive derivatives
have been implicated in normal cellular redox and nitrosative signaling mechanisms as
well as abnormal redox and nitrosative stresses that can lead to cell damage or even cell
death (Dröge, 2002, Dean, 2010). Lowering the control level of oxygenation should
lower the amount of superoxide and related reactive species, thereby lowering the amount
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of redox and nitrosative modulation and/or stresses on the neurons studied in brain tissue
slices (D'Agostino et al., 2007).
Therefore, we hypothesize that neurons in the cSC will remain viable according to
electrophysiological criteria after incubation and maintenance in a lower level of control
oxygenation using 40% O2. We predict that lowering the ACSF oxygen level from 95%
to 40% will have no negative impact on the viability of cSC neurons, as assessed by their
membrane potential (Vm), input resistance (Rin), and action potential properties (> 0 mV,
repetitively firing) since the slice preparation maintains sufficient oxygenation, even at
the core in a 400 m-thick brain slice (Mulkey et al., 2001, Garcia et al., 2010a).
Secondly, we hypothesize that acute exposure to normobaric hyperoxia (95% O2; i.e., the
typical control level of O2 used in brain slice experiments) will act as a general stimulant,
depolarizing Vm, increasing firing rate and increasing Rin (i.e., decreasing membrane
conductance) of cSC neurons, including CO2-sensitive neurons. The rationale for this
hypothesis is as follows: since hyperbaric oxygen has a stimulatory effect on firing rate of
cSC neurons maintained in control ACSF equilibrated with 95% O2 (Mulkey et al.,
2003a) , exposing cSC neurons to normobaric hyperoxia (95% O2) should likewise
stimulate firing rate of cSC neurons maintained in control ACSF equilibrated with 40%
O2. Following from these hypotheses, we predict that cSC neurons will retain CO2
chemosensitivity while maintained in 40% O2 control ACSF, based on a previous study
from our lab that showed a high percentage of cSC neurons stimulated by hyperbaric
oxygen were also stimulated by hypercapnia (Mulkey et al., 2003a).
The present study addresses the following five questions: 1) Do cSC neurons
maintain normal mechanisms of excitability after prolonged exposure to a lower level of
7

control oxygen (40% O2)? 2) How does neuronal activity in slices maintained in ACSF
equilibrated with 40% O2 compare to slices maintained in 95% O2? 3) What is the effect
of acute exposure to 95% O2 on Vm, firing rate, and Rin on slice neurons maintained in
control ACSF equilibrated with 40% O2? 4) What is the effect of acute exposure to
≤40% O2 on Vm, firing rate, and Rin of slice neurons maintained in control ACSF
equilibrated with 95% O2? 5) Is CO2 chemosensitvity maintained in control ACSF
equilibrated with 40% O2?

8

Chapter 2: The Solitary Complex: Information Superhighway of the Central
Autonomic Nervous System

The caudal solitary complex (SC) consists of the caudal aspect of the nucleus
tractus solitarius (NTS) and the dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus (DMV). The SC is a
region of the brainstem that is of considerable interest as an integrating and relaying
center for multiple regulatory systems. The SC is involved in regulation of
cardiovascular, respiratory, and gastroesophagointestinal reflexes. Although the NTS and
DMV are distinct structures within the brainstem, there is considerable overlap in the
distribution of afferent fibers, such that many previous authors have found it difficult to
determine if afferent projections went to one or both nuclei and in some cases refer to it
instead as the dorsal motor complex (Leslie, 1985, Onai et al., 1987a, Yamamoto et al.,
2010) or solitary complex (Ruggiero et al., 1994, Dean and Putnam, 2010). Additionally,
neurons within the DMV have dendritic branches that penetrate into the ventral NTS
(Shapiro and Miselis, 1985, Browning et al., 1999) and NTS neurons project into the
DMV (Davis et al., 2004) reinforcing the suggestion that these structures are functionally
interconnected; see also Dean et al. (2010). The purpose of this review is to briefly
describe the neuroanatomy and physiology of the components of the SC and discuss their
known and suspected functional roles, with a particular focus on the potential integrative
features of the region.
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Neuroanatomy
The vagus is the major parasympathetic nerve in mammals and consists of
afferent and efferent fibers that run from the brainstem and innervate the heart, lungs,
larynx, esophagus, stomach, small intestine, ascending and transverse colon and various
glands. The following description and terminology is based on the atlas of Paxinos and
Watson (2007). The DMV is located in the dorsal brainstem and is contiguous with the
caudal NTS, running the length of the ventral portion of the NTS (Figure 1). In the
region of the caudal NTS it is bordered ventrally by the hypoglossal nucleus.

As the

DMV courses rostrally the ventral border is formed with the intermediate reticular
nucleus and the dorsal border is made by the 4th ventricle. The DMV is often divided
into rostral, intermediate, and caudal zones based on its position relative to the area
postrema although some only make a rostral/caudal distinction (Loewy, 1990).
The NTS is readily identifiable by the solitary tract, a myelinated tract that
courses through the dorsal medulla in a rostro-caudal orientation. Anatomically the NTS
is an ovoid ‗Y‘-shaped structure that extends at its caudal end from the decussation of the
cervical spinal cord to the parvicellular reticular nucleus and spinal trigeminal nucleus on
the rostral end (Figure 1). Ventrally it is initially bordered by the central canal and the
DMV. As it courses rostrally, the NTS initially flanks the fourth ventricle and then
proceeds laterally, such that the caudal NTS is a contiguous structure across the midline
and the rostral NTS is a paired structure when viewed in transverse section. Dorsally the
caudal NTS is bordered by the area postrema and gracile nucleus and as it courses
rostrally by the 4th ventricle. The rostral NTS is bordered dorsally by the vestibular
nucleus. The rostral NTS also is bordered medially by the intermediate reticular nucleus
10

and the hypoglossal nucleus. There are a number of subnuclei within the NTS identified
based on cytoarchitechture and position with respect to the solitary tract. However, in an
acute preparation, such as in the transverse brainstem slice, the distinction between
borders of these subnuclei is not clear. Additionally, there can be species specific
differences in these subregions when comparing between animal models.

Efferent Projections from the DMV
The nucleus ambiguus (NA) and DMV provide the major efferent projections of
the vagus nerve. In non-mammalian vertebrates, cardiovascular projections from the
vagus all originate in the DMV (Taylor et al., 1999). However, in mammals the NA
provides parasympathetic preganglionic fibers predominantly to the heart, pharynx,
larynx, and esophagus. The majority of preganglionic motoneurons in the DMV project
to the viscera below the diaphragm, however, there are some preganglionic fibers
projecting to the heart, pharynx, larynx, and esophagus (Cheng et al., 1999, Broussard
and Altschuler, 2000, Cheng et al., 2004, Zhang et al., 2006, Pascual-Font et al., 2011).
Efferent projections in rats to the epicardium of the heart from the DMV suggest a role in
cardiovascular function (Cheng et al., 1999, Cheng et al., 2004). Efferent fibers from the
NA and DMV innervate the same ganglia in the epicardium but target different
subpopulations of neurons within these ganglia (Cheng et al., 2004). The degree of
cardiopulmonary innervation arising from the DMV versus the NA shows species
specific differences. A horseradish-peroxidase labeling study on rhesus monkeys showed
greater DMV innervation than that found in cats, rats, or pigs (Hopkins and Armour,
1998). The mammalian DMV consists primarily of preganglionic motoneurons that
11

provide efferent projections to the gastrointestinal system and its accessory organs via the
subdiaphragmatic vagus (Norgren and Smith, 1988, Berthoud et al., 1991, Browning et
al., 1999, Sang and Goyal, 2000, Browning et al., 2005, Wan et al., 2007). The
subdiaphragmatic vagus consists of five branches; anterior (or right) gastric, posterior (or
left) gastric, celiac, accessory celiac, and hepatic (Shapiro and Miselis, 1985, Norgren
and Smith, 1988). There are also efferent projections from the DMV to respiratory
structures. Motoneurons from the DMV project to the larynx via the superior laryngeal
nerve and it is suspected that some of these neurons may innervate mucous glands
(Pascual-Font et al., 2011).
Various anatomical tracing methods have been used to categorize the neurons
found within the DMV of mammals. Fox and Powley (1985) showed a distinct
longitudinal arrangement of gastric projecting DMV neurons using True Blue and
selective ligation of the 5 subdiaphragmatic branches of the vagus. They found that the
gastric branches of the vagus labeled the medial two-thirds of the DMV, with the anterior
gastric branch labeling the left and the posterior gastric branch labeling the right. The
lateral portion of the DMV was labeled by the celiac branches of the vagus with the left
labeled by the accessory celiac branch and the right by the celiac branch. The hepatic
branch labeled neurons diffusely through the DMV. This finding has been supported by
anterograde and retrograde labeling of individually cut branches of the subdiaphragmatic
vagus using horseradish peroxidase labeling (Norgren and Smith, 1988). Retrograde
labeling of visceral targets using conjugated horseradish peroxidase in rats also showed a
loose viscerotopic organization of preganglionic motoneurons with many of these
neurons showing dendritic arborization into the NTS (Shapiro and Miselis, 1985). A
12

population of smaller sized DMV cells labeled using a pseudorabies viral vector was also
shown to have axons that terminated in the NTS (Gao et al., 2009). Retrograde and
anterograde labeling using DiI in rats suggests that the majority of efferent fibers from
the DMV innervate the stomach (Berthoud et al., 1991, Browning et al., 1999).
Fluorogold labeling of the cervical vagus nerve in the pig showed neurons that originate
in the DMV are heterogeneous in nature consisting of large multipolar (40x20µm),
intermediate sized oblong (15x30µm), and small (20µm) rounded neurons (Chaillou et
al., 2009).
The general pattern of organization suggests that the lateral DMV contains larger
neurons projecting to the intestine and smaller neurons in the medial DMV project to the
stomach (Fox and Powley, 1985, Shapiro and Miselis, 1985, Browning et al., 1999).
However, the presence of neurons spread diffusely throughout the DMV that project to
the liver, pancreas, duodenum, and intestine suggests that this organization might be very
loosely considered viscerotopic for anything other than projections to the stomach and
small intestine (Berthoud et al., 1991, Zhang et al., 2000, Browning et al., 2005).
In addition to the preganglionic motor neurons, the DMV projects to regions
within the central nervous system including reciprocal innervation with the NTS (Davis
et al., 2004) and projections to the parabrachial nucleus and cerebellum (Loewy and
Spyer, 1990). These projections may be interneurons or involved in local regulation of
the DMV (Gao et al., 2009). It has been proposed that the connection between the NTS
and DMV may indicate a pathway for mediation of vagovagal responses, but there are
conflicting views on whether or not this is mediated via a monosynaptic or polysynaptic
circuit (Loewy and Spyer, 1990, Herman et al., 2009).
13

Efferent Projections from the NTS
The NTS is notable for the vast amount of afferent information it receives. It has
been suggested that the NTS operates as both a relay center between the peripheral
nervous system and higher regions of the central nervous system and as an integration
center for multiple organ systems (Loewy, 1990, Dean and Putnam, 2010). Most of the
efferent projections within the NTS are to other central locations in the
medullary/pontine, mesencephalon, and cortex. Many of these projections are reciprocal
(Loewy, 1990, Jean, 1991). Projections within the central nervous system include the
DMV, NA, retrotrapezoidal nucleus (RTN) (Bodineau et al., 2000, Takakura et al., 2007),
ventrolateral medulla (Ross et al., 1985, Kawai and Senba, 2000), lateral hypothalamus,
paraventricular hypothalamus nucleus, Kölliker-Fuse nucleus (Yokota et al., 2008, Song
et al., 2011), lateral parabrachial nucleus (Herbert et al., 1990, Otake et al., 1992),
fastigial nucleus, midline raphe, periaqueductal grey, central nucleus of the amygdala,
and bed nucleus of the stria terminalis (Onai et al., 1987b, Bodineau et al., 2000). For a
more detailed review, see Ter Horst and Streefland (1994) and Jean (1991).

Afferent Projections to the SC
The solitary complex receives afferent information from viscera of the
respiratory, cardiovascular, gustatory, and gastroesophagointestinal systems. The rostral
NTS has been well established in its role of processing sensory chemical taste stimuli via
the facial, glossopharyngeal, and vagus nerves. As the purpose of this review is to focus
on the caudal solitary complex, which consists only of the caudal portion of the NTS and
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the DMV, the rostral NTS will not be considered further (for a review of the rostral NTS
and its role in processing gustatory information see Bradley (1994)).
The caudal SC receives afferent fibers from the various branches of the vagus
nerve. Sensory information from the subdiaphragmatic vagus passes via the nodose
ganglia to the medulla (Shapiro and Miselis, 1985, Norgren and Smith, 1988). Sensory
signals from the stomach appear to be transmitted primarily via the celiac branch
(Shapiro and Miselis, 1985) while afferent information from the duodenum appears to be
transmitted via the gastric branch (Zhang et al., 2000). Projections from the stomach
terminate primarily in the central (ceNTS) and medial (mNTS) subnuclei of the NTS
(Travagli et al., 2006, Browning and Travagli, 2007). Projections from the duodenum
primarily terminate in the commissural region of the NTS (comNTS), with some
terminals in the medial and gelatinous subnuclei (Zhang et al., 2000). However, there is
considerable overlap in where afferent fibers terminate in the NTS from the various
branches of the subdiaphragmatic vagus and their visceral targets (Norgren and Smith,
1988, Loewy, 1990).
Laryngeal afferents project to the NTS via the superior laryngeal nerve, an
offshoot of the vagus nerve which joins with the subdiaphragmatic vagus in the nodose
ganglion (Takagi et al., 1995, Pascual-Font et al., 2011). NTS neurons have a large
receptive field in the larynx of the cat that respond to both mechanoreception and
chemoreceptors that respond to stimuli such as fluid in the airway (Takagi et al., 1995).
Cardiovascular afferents are brought to the NTS via the aortic depressor nerve and
carotid sinus nerve and consist of arterial baroreceptors and the peripheral O2/CO2/pH
chemoreceptors (Ciriello et al., 1994). The arterial baroreceptors primarily project via
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the aortic depressor nerve, a branch of the vagus nerve which projects to the NTS through
the nodose ganglion. The afferent fibers project predominantly to the dorsomedial NTS
and comNTS just caudal of obex (Andresen and Kunze, 1994, Ciriello et al., 1994). The
neurons in the baroreceptor/chemoreceptor pathway appear to be predominantly secondorder neurons receiving monosynaptic input from one or more primary afferent neuron
from the solitary tract (McDougall et al., 2009). Baroreceptors respond to changes in
blood pressure by affecting contractility of the heart and vagal tone of arterial blood
vessels, constricting the smooth muscle of the arteries to raise pressure and relaxing to
lower pressure. This process occurs via alteration in parasympathetic and sympathetic
systems depending on the pressure stimulus. Parasympathetic outflow is mediated by the
connection of the NTS to the NA and possibly the DMV, while sympathetic outflow is
likely mediated via connections of the NTS to the rostral ventrolateral medulla (Andresen
and Kunze, 1994, Andresen and Mendelowitz, 1996). The peripheral chemoreceptors
are located in the carotid bodies and aortic arch. They respond primarily to changes in
arterial partial pressure of oxygen (pAO2 ) while the central chemoreceptors respond
primarily to changes in CO2 and/or pH. The afferent fibers for the peripheral
chemoreceptors are found primarily in the carotid sinus nerve which branches off of the
glossopharyngeal nerve. The afferent fibers from the peripheral chemoreceptors have
been shown to terminate in the NTS, specifically the ventrolateral NTS and comNTS
(Ciriello et al., 1994).
The SC also receives afferent projections from central sources including the
hypothalamus (Ciriello et al., 2003, Zheng et al., 2005), central nucleus of the amygdala
(Onai et al., 1987b, Becskei et al., 2007), paraventricular hypothalamus (Onai et al.,
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1987b, Ruggiero et al., 1994), fastigial nucleus (Onai et al., 1987b, Ruggiero et al., 1994),
raphe obscurus, amygdala, and hippocampus (Ruggiero et al., 1994).

Neurophysiology
A wide variety of neurotransmitters, neuropeptides and other neuroactive agents
have been examined in the solitary complex including catecholamines (Leslie, 1985,
Bonora and Gautier, 1988, Li et al., 2008, Chaillou et al., 2009, Barnes et al., 2010),
serotonin (Huang and Pickel, 2002, Raul, 2003), glutamate (Smith et al., 1998, Davis et
al., 2004, Cruz et al., 2007), GABA (Takakura et al., 2007, Herman et al., 2009, Zubcevic
and Potts, 2010), ATP (Gourine et al., 2003, Jin et al., 2004, Gourine et al., 2008),
adenosine (Barraco et al., 1988, Barraco and Phillis, 1991), orexin (Krowicki et al., 2002,
Ciriello et al., 2003, Nattie and Li, 2010), oxytocin (Cruz et al., 2007), substance P (Cruz
et al., 2007, Wilkinson et al., 2011), vasopressin (Hegarty and Felder, 1997), glucagonlike peptide (Grill and Hayes, 2009), cholecystokinin (Wan et al., 2007), neuropeptide Y
(Barraco et al., 1990a), melanin concentrating hormone (Zheng et al., 2005), and nitric
oxide (Haxhiu et al., 1995, Zheng et al., 1999, Granjeiro and Machado, 2009, Pajolla et
al., 2009). Many of these will be considered further in the discussion on the functional
roles of the SC.
The greatest amount of focus on SC neurophysiology has been on glutamate and
GABA. Glutamate is the major excitatory neurotransmitter in the central nervous system
and GABA is the major inhibitory neurotransmitter. It has been suggested that the
excitatory and inhibitory drive may work to balance each other out and maintain
homeostasis (Vardhan et al., 1993, Smith et al., 1998). Both glutamatergic and
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GABAergic neurons are found throughout the SC. GABAergic neurons in mouse and rat
are found most densely in the ventral region of the caudal NTS particularly in the mNTS
(Fong et al., 2005, Okada et al., 2008). Evidence that the NTS and DMV are likely
functionally interconnected is provided by second order NTS neurons that receive
visceral afferents and communicate to the DMV via glutamatergic neurons that produce
excitatory and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (Davis et al., 2004). In addition to
glutamate and GABA, NTS neurons associated with the DMV receive catecholaminergic
input which may be excitatory or inhibitory (Browning and Travagli, 2010).
Many studies have shown that the primary afferent synapses to the NTS are
excitatory glutamatergic neurons, with the synapsing neurons having both NMDA and
nonNMDA receptors (Davis et al., 2004, Browning and Travagli, 2007, 2010). An
excitatory stimulus from primary afferents releases glutamate to the second-order NTS
neuron. The tonic activity at these second-order NTS neurons, however, appears to be
primarily inhibitory and is set by GABAergic neurons in studies that examined gastric
function (Herman et al., 2009, Browning and Travagli, 2010) and baroreceptors (Kawai
and Senba, 2000, Fawley et al., 2011). This is the first central site where modulation of
visceral sensory signals can occur, and mechanisms exist both pre- and postsynaptically
to alter the degree of excitation or inhibition (Kline et al., 2007, Kline, 2008). A study in
neonatal rats by Smith et al. (1998) demonstrated that GABAergic interneurons can
modulate the excitatory signal. An additional example of GABAergic interneurons
modulating second-order NTS neurons was demonstrated by an in vivo rat study using
microinjections into the medial NTS of GABAA receptor agonists and antagonists in
order to examine their effect on the gastroesophagointestinal system (Herman et al.,
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2009). They demonstrated that gastric pressure decreased with receptor blockade and
increased with agonist activation. This suggests that afferent sensory signals from the
stomach excite inhibitory interneurons within the NTS that then synapse with DMV
preganglionic motor neurons.
As with the digestive system, primary afferent synapses to the NTS from
peripheral chemoreceptors and arterial baroreceptors are predominantly excitatory
glutamatergic neurons (Andresen and Kunze, 1994, Sapru, 1996, Machado, 2001,
Gourine et al., 2008). Blocking glutamate in the caudal NTS increases the duration and
frequency of firing in the phrenic nerve and alters the sympathoexcitatory response
during activation of peripheral chemoreceptors with potassium cyanide in a working
heart-brainstem preparation, suggesting that glutamate influences the postinspiratory
activity of the respiratory cycle and is necessary for chemoreflex response (Costa-Silva et
al., 2010). The processing of the baroreceptor afferents in the NTS likely consists of a
non-NMDA glutamate receptor on the post-synaptic NTS neuron with the capability of
presynaptic modulation by release of GABA from GABAergic neurons or feedback from
metabolic glutamate receptors and postsynaptic modulation by GABAA receptors
(Andresen and Kunze, 1994). Presynaptic modulation by GABAB receptors can inhibit
multiple modes of glutamate release in unmyelinated C-fibers that provide primary
afferents to the NTS (Fawley et al., 2011). Neurons that project to the caudal and rostral
ventrolateral medulla, involved in the sympathoexcitatory branch of the baroreceptor
reflex, receive tonic GABAergic input (Kawai and Senba, 2000).
Blocking GABAA receptors in the mNTS with bicuculine methiodide or gabazine
resulted in a small but significant decrease in mean arterial blood pressure (Herman et al.,
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2009). Bilateral microinjection of gabazine also showed a significant bradycardia in
normotensive juvenile rats in an in situ arterial perfused working heart-brainstem model
when the perfusion pressure was high, suggesting that the blockage of GABAA receptors
disinhibited the NTS response to afferent baroreceptor stimulation (Zubcevic and Potts,
2010).
GABAergic neurons in the NTS have also been found that affect respiratory
circuits. Approximately 40% of neurons in the ventrolateral NTS that project to the
Kölliker-Fuse nucleus were shown to be GABAergic (Yokota et al., 2008). The
ventrolateral and comNTS receive primary afferent inputs from rapidly adapting
pulmonary stretch receptors that then project to the parabrachial nucleus and KöllikerFuse nucleus (Herbert et al., 1990). Neurons within the Kölliker-Fuse nucleus project to
the rostral ventral respiratory group and the phrenic nerve (Otake et al., 1992, Yokota et
al., 2008). In an electrophysiological study of solitary tract GABAergic neurons
stimulated by pulmonary stretch receptors one-third of these neurons were shown to
project to the RTN (Takakura et al., 2007). Injection of muscimol, a GABAA agonist, in
the NTS was shown by the same group to inhibit RTN neurons that had been inhibited by
mechanically increasing lung pressure (Moreira et al., 2007). Injection of muscimol
directly into the RTN did not have an inhibitory effect. It was suggested that these NTS
neurons when activated by slow adapting pulmonary stretch receptors provide an
inhibitory signal to the RTN that helps mediate decreased inspiratory activity and a
prolongation of expiratory activity.
Catecholamines are another major class of neurotransmitter found in the SC.
Dopamine, norepinephrine, and epinephrine are all found in neurons within the SC. The
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type of catecholamine(s) present can be determined by the presence of the enzymes
required for their synthesis; tyrosine hydroxylase for L-dopa, dopa decarboxylase for
dopamine, dopamine-β-hydroxylase for norepinephrine, and phenylethanolamine-Nmethyltransferase for epinephrine. Classically the catecholaminergic neurons found
within the SC are known as the A2 and C2 groups. Dopamine and epinephrine are found
in higher concentrations in the caudal NTS in the commissural region (Leslie, 1985).
Catecholamines have a variety of effects within the NTS. Elimination of all
catecholaminergic brainstem neurons through chemical lesioning results in reduced CO2
chemosensitivity and reduced hypoxia response (Li and Nattie, 2006). Hypoxia has been
shown to activate catecholaminergic neurons in the caudal NTS (Bonora and Gautier,
1988, Li et al., 2008, Chaillou et al., 2009, Kline, 2010, Kline et al., 2010). As many of
the CO2 chemosensitive neurons in the cSC are also O2 sensitive it would suggest that
they may also be catecholaminergic. Dopamine has at times been shown to increase
(Bonora and Gautier, 1988) or decrease (Hsiao et al., 1989) respiration when given
systematically. Pharmacological and electrophysiological evidence from a rat brainstem
slice study suggests that dopamine exerts a tonic pre-synaptic modulatory effect on
second order NTS neurons that depresses the glutamatergic synaptic activity (Kline et al.,
2002). This is contradicted by a study in which microinjection of dopamine into the
caudal NTS did not affect respiratory frequency, heart rate, or arterial pressure in awake
rats (Oliva et al., 2010). The microinjection study injected multiple sites within the
caudal NTS but most were outside the ventral portion of the NTS (ventrolateral NTS,
mNTS and comNTS) which has been suggested to be the site of baroreceptor and
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respiratory afferent input. Therefore, it is possible the lack of response was due to the
injection sites rather than a lack of functional response to dopamine by the NTS.
Other neuroactive substances act in the SC to affect homeostasis of
cardiovascular, respiratory, and digestive viscera, often in complex manners that may
include interaction with multiple effectors. For example, microinjection of adenosine
into the NTS produced a dose-dependent hypotensive and bradycardic response in rats
(Barraco et al., 1988). Higher dosages produce a brief respiratory depression while
injection of a synthetic analog, 5-N-ethylcarboxamidoadenosine (NECA), produces
longer lasting respiratory depression (reduced respiratory rate and increased tidal volume)
in addition to the hypotensive and bradycardic responses, leading to the suggestion that
multiple adenosine receptor subtypes mediate the cardiovascular and respiratory
responses to elevated adenosine (Barraco et al., 1990b, Barraco et al., 1991, Barraco and
Phillis, 1991). Barraco et al. (1991) followed up on this with adenosine A1 and A2
receptor specific agonists and determined that A1 adenosine receptor activation mediated
an increase in blood pressure and pulse pressure while A2 receptor activation mediated a
decrease. However this study failed to reproduce the respiratory depressor effects seen
by adenosine or NECA.
In summary, the primary neurotransmitter inputs to NTS second-order neurons
are glutamate, GABA, and catecholamines. Glutamate and GABA predominate in the
caudal NTS regardless of the source of the visceral sensory signal. In the digestive
system tonic influence from GABAergic NTS neurons that synapse to cholinergic DMV
preganglionic motoneurons maintain a slow, tonic discharge pattern that can be overcome
by excitatory glutamate signals within the NTS in order to affect gastric motility. The
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cardiovascular system via baroreceptors and peripheral chemoreceptors, seems to have a
predominantly glutamatergic synapse onto second-order NTS neurons with pre- and
postsynaptic modulation via GABAergic interneurons. Other neuroactive substances
such as dopamine, ATP, and adenosine may act postsynaptically to modulate the
excitatory effects of glutamate. Respiration is modified by both glutamatergic and
GABAergic neurons within the NTS and likely is mediated by connections to other
respiratory regions of the brainstem.

Functional Roles
The solitary complex appears to play a role in modulation of vagal tone set by
preganglionic DMV motoneurons using sensory feedback from vagal afferents that
synapse in the NTS (Krowicki et al., 2002, Herman et al., 2009). The rostral NTS is
primarily a site of gustatory input (Bradley, 1994, 2007). The caudal NTS receives
primary afferents from multiple visceral systems that regulate digestion, the
cardiovascular system, and respiration (Figure 2). The DMV provides motor output to
the viscera in response to sensory information processed in the NTS and its extended
central network. The solitary complex includes reciprocal connections with the other
central CO2/H+ chemosensitive regions and is the first central region to receive afferent
signals from the peripheral chemosensitive regions, making it a prime candidate for
multi-system pH homeostasis.
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Digestive Functions
One of the most studied roles of the SC is its role in regulating gustatory and
gastroesophagointestinal processes. The SC plays a role in coordinating swallowing and
cough reflexes as well as isolated relaxation of the lower esophageal sphincter associated
with belching and gastric reflux (Broussard and Altschuler, 2000, Sang and Goyal, 2000,
Goyal et al., 2001). The loosely viscerotopic organization of the SC can be seen in the
swallowing reflex pathway. At least two subpopulations in the NTS are suspected to be
involved in the swallowing reflex; one involving the oropharynx and the other the
esophageal region. Afferent signals in the ceNTS and mNTS are processed and
motoneurons in the NA activated for oropharyngeal and upper esophageal contractions
while the lower esophageal and gastric fundus receive their efferent signals from DMV
motoneurons. As a bolus of food or liquid is transported to the epiglottis primary afferent
fibers send information to NTS premotor neurons in the interstitial and medial subnuclei
which then activate esophageal motoneurons in the NA (Broussard and Altschuler, 2000,
Goyal et al., 2001). Neurons in the mNTS mediate the upper esophageal muscle layer
either through DMV neurons whose dendritic branches arborize in the mNTS or via
second-order neurons (Rogers et al., 1999, Goyal et al., 2001). A case study in a human
patient that suffered a lesion in the interstitial region between the right SC and NA
supports the role of an NTS to NA connection mediating the upper esophageal sphincter
and the upper striated muscle of the esophagus. This patient was able to initiate
swallowing, was unable to pass fluid through the upper esophageal sphincter but was able
to transport fluid introduced beyond the striated musculature along the smooth muscle
portion of the esophagus and through the lower esophageal sphincter (Martino et al.,
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2001). The DMV plays a dual role in the control of the lower esophageal sphincter. The
rostral DMV strengthens tone of the lower esophageal sphincter via excitatory
stimulation while the intermediate DMV mediates relaxation of the lower esophageal
sphincter via inhibition (Niedringhaus et al., 2008). Stimulation from the
subdiaphragmatic vagus can induce lower esophageal sphincter relaxation independent of
the pharyngeal or esophageal motor patterns (Sang and Goyal, 2000, Goyal et al., 2001).
Studies of gastric motility have used a wide variety of techniques both in vivo and
in vitro to determine the role of the SC. Electrical stimulation studies of the DMV in
anesthetized rats have shown an increase in gastric acid secretion, suggesting innervation
of gastric glands (Zhang et al., 2006) Injection of orexin (hypocretin) into the 4th
ventricle or caudal NTS stimulates gastric acid secretion and motility, most likely via
DMV neurons projecting to the corpus and fundus of the stomach (Krowicki et al., 2002,
Grabauskas et al., 2010). Two pathways from the DMV have been proposed for gastric
motility, a cholinergic-cholinergic pathway and a non-adrenergic non-cholinergic
pathway (NANC). There is conflicting evidence regarding these pathways (Zheng et al.,
1999, Kobashi et al., 2002, Cruz et al., 2007, Herman et al., 2009).
A population of neurons in the medial region of the caudal DMV that project to
the gastric fundus showed immunoreactivity to nitric oxide synthase, providing evidence
for the NANC pathway (Zheng et al., 1999). Evidence for the cholinergic-cholinergic
pathway can be seen in a study using water in the larynx as a non-mechanical stimulus,
referred to by the authors as a ―chemostimulus‖. Neurons located in the intermediate
DMV responded to the laryngeal water stimulus by inhibiting gastric motility via a
cholinergic pathway (Kobashi et al., 2002). These results are somewhat contradictory to
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Cruz et al. (2007) who used microinjections of glutamate to locate NTS and DMV
regions and determined that the caudal DMV or mNTS mediated an inhibition of gastric
motility while the intermediate DMV mediated increased motility.
Cruz et al. (2007) also injected substance P, NMDA, and oxytocin into distinct
regions of the DMV or NTS in order to verify results from previous experimenters that
reported inhibition of gastric motility in the intermediate DMV. Their results did not
support inhibition anywhere other than the caudal DMV which they attributed in the
other studies to injection location (mNTS versus DMV), or else too high or too low of a
dose for the substance examined. A potential explanation for the results in Kobashi et al.
(2002) is that the afferent signal from the superior laryngeal nerve activated the mNTS
which would result in inhibition of gastric motility according to Cruz et al.'s (2007)
results. Cruz et al. (2007) also examined the potential NANC pathway in three ways
using intravenous L-NAME (NOS inhibitor), bethanecone (muscarinic receptor agonist),
and atropine (muscarinic receptor blocker). Their results did not support the existence of
an inhibitory NANC pathway from the DMV to the stomach. Likewise, a study in ferrets
that used microinjection of glutamate into the rostral, intermediate, and caudal DMV
found that the caudal DMV caused an inhibition of gastric tone while the intermediate
and rostral DMV stimulation caused an increase in gastric tone (Niedringhaus et al.,
2008). This study also found no evidence for the inhibitory NANC pathway to the
stomach, but did find evidence for a NANC pathway from the intermediate DMV to the
lower esophageal sphincter which suggested that nitric oxide initially prolonged
esophageal relaxation and that vasoactive intestinal peptide further prolonged the
relaxation.
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Cardiovascular Functions
The SC has been shown to have a major role in processing of the baroreflex as
baroreceptor afferents terminate in the NTS. There is evidence for both neural and
humoral regulation at the level of the NTS (Potts, 2001, Andresen et al., 2004, Wang et
al., 2004, Sun et al., 2009, Masuda et al., 2010, Zubcevic and Potts, 2010). Angiotensin
and aldosterone-sensitive neurons in the comNTS play a role in the baroreceptor reflex
(Sun et al., 2009, Masuda et al., 2010). Systemic injection of dopamine alters the
cardiovascular response, although opposing results from different studies suggest that its
actions systemically may depend on which receptors are activated and their location,
either centrally or in the periphery. The central mechanism of action for dopamine on the
cardiovascular system has not been determined (Bonora and Gautier, 1988, Hsiao et al.,
1989, Kline et al., 2002, Oliva et al., 2010). Blocking or knocking out dopamine
receptors in the renal system leads to hypertension (Zeng et al., 2007). An inhibitory role
for the NTS in baroreflex vagal bradycardia (the diving reflex) has been shown in
stimulation of the nasal mucosa via the ethmoidal branch of the trigeminal nerve
(Kobayashi and Majima, 2004).
Stimulation of the chemoreflex by injection of potassium cyanide produces
bradycardia, sympathoexcitatory (pressor) response, and increased respiratory frequency
(Sapru, 1996, Machado, 2001). This response is mediated by comNTS neurons with
NMDA and nonNMDA glutamatergic neurons (Machado, 2001, Braga et al., 2007).
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Respiration
The role of the SC in respiration is something that has been greatly studied, but
still has many avenues to be examined, particularly the arrangement of the neural
circuitry that mediates the NTS‘s role in the respiratory pattern. In the ventrolateral
caudal NTS is a region referred to as the dorsal respiratory group (DRG). Anatomical
tracings have shown that bulbospinal neurons project to the cervical and thoracic level of
the spinal cord where respiratory motoneurons can be found (Rikard-Bell et al., 1984).
Microlesions of this area resulted in a decrease in phrenic nerve discharge. While it has
been established in cats, some authors contend that the DRG is at best of minor
importance in respiratory activity in rats (Onai et al., 1987b, Yamada et al., 1988).
Extracellular recording of this area in the guinea pig revealed three types of neurons in
this region (Dekin et al., 1987). Dekin's Type I cells were multipolar pyramidal neurons
of 25-35µm that fired with high frequency bursts that dropped off to a more steady state
tonic firing pattern with external depolarization. Type II cells were multipolar fusiform
neurons of 20-30µm along the long axis and 10-15µm along the short axis. These
neurons also fired high frequency bursts but with a delay from the depolarizing stimulus
to burst onset. Type III cells were spherical neurons of 25-40µm that showed high
frequency firing without adaptation to a hyperpolarizing prepulse. Retrograde transport
of rhodamine labeled latex microspheres injected into the phrenic motor nucleus revealed
that only Type I and II neurons were labeled. Inspiratory neurons in the ventrolateral
NTS were identified by extracellular recording and diaphragmatic EMG recording of
anesthetized spontaneously breathing rats (Subramanian et al., 2007).
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Within the caudal NTS, a population of neurons that respond to carotid body
stimulation but not associated with respiratory modulation project to the RTN (Koshiya
and Guyenet, 1996). Neurons which project to the RTN within the commissural region
of the NTS receive carotid body afferents shown to be glutamatergic (Takakura et al.,
2006). A smaller population of carotid body responding NTS neurons show firing
patterns linked to phrenic nerve discharge but did not connect to the RTN (Koshiya and
Guyenet, 1996). This population was not examined in this particular study, but suggests
a potential role for NTS neurons receiving peripheral chemoreceptor information to
modulate respiratory behavior that is independent of the RTN.
Chronic sustained hypoxia shows an increase in sympathetic activity in secondorder NTS neurons receiving baroreceptor input. This was shown using rat brainstem
slices which showed an increase in glutamate receptor subunits and an increase in the size
of mini-excitatory postsynaptic currents (Zhang et al., 2009). Some of the systemic
response to hypoxia is mediated by the carotid bodies (Lahiri et al., 1987, He et al., 2006,
Prabhakar et al., 2007) but further modulation can occur in the NTS (Morris et al., 2001,
Zhang et al., 2008, Kline, 2010).
The ventrolateral NTS receives primary afferents from slowly adapting
pulmonary receptors while the comNTS and mNTS receive primary afferents from
rapidly adapting pulmonary receptors (Otake et al., 1992, Takakura et al., 2007, Gourine
et al., 2008). Studies in cat and rat have indicated a role of the ventrolateral NTS in the
transition from inspiration to expiration (Wasserman et al., 2000, Gourine et al., 2008).
The SC is one of at least eight identified CO2/H+-chemosensitive regions that
affect respiration (Nattie and Li, 2009). Focal acidification of the NTS with
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acetazolamide results in an increase in phrenic nerve activity (Coates et al., 1993).
Microdialysis into the NTS of artificial cerebro-spinal fluid equilibrated with 25% CO2
increased ventilation in both awake and asleep rats (Nattie and Li, 2002). Recordings
from NTS neurons from a transverse brainstem tissue slice preparation in which the
ventral portion had been removed demonstrated that CO2/pH sensitivity within the NTS
was not due to synaptic association with ventral chemoreceptive regions (Dean et al.,
1989). The use of synaptic blockade media further demonstrated that NTS neurons were
intrinsically chemosensitive (Dean et al., 1990). Hyperoxic hypercapnia and normoxic
hypercapnia have been shown to increase firing rate of SC neurons (Mulkey et al., 2003a,
Mulkey et al., 2004b, Erlichman et al., 2009, Nichols et al., 2009a). Neurons within the
SC that show evidence of gap junctions were also more likely to be CO2 chemosensitive
(Dean et al., 1997, Huang et al., 1997, Dean et al., 2001). Gap junctions are found in
neurons in other chemosensitive regions such as the locus coeruleus, ventrolateral
medulla, NA, medullary raphe, and phrenic motor nucleus (Dean et al., 2002).

Multisystem Integration
Due to the vast amount of sensory information processed through the SC it has
been frequently suggested that this region integrates and responds to multiple systems in
order to maintain homeostasis. The caudal NTS, particularly the mNTS and comNTS
receive afferents from the digestive, cardiovascular, and respiratory system.
Immunohistochemistry and histological studies have demonstrated the wide variety of
neuroactive substances and receptors present in NTS neurons. The NTS shares reciprocal
connections with many pontine and forebrain structures, including an intimate association
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with the DMV. This provides a compact, highly modifiable region capable of responding
to a wide variety of sensory inputs. Homeostasis requires the ability to adjust visceral
system with both short and long term mechanisms. This is seen quite clearly in the
linkage of respiration and cardiovascular output. For example, localized hypoxia of the
NTS induces hypertension in rats (Waki et al., 2011). As oxygen demand goes up, such
as in exercise, heart rate and blood pressure increase to compensate. Cardiovascular and
respiratory variables are frequently studied in in vivo neurophysiology preparations when
examining systemic effects or local effects via microinjection.
The connection between respiration and the digestive system is less intuitive than
that of respiration and cardiovascular systems. It has recently been proposed that excess
CO2 present in pathological conditions may be secreted via gastric secretions allowing
CO2 to escape upward through the esophagus during transient relaxations of the
esophageal sphincters (Dean, 2011). This would provide an additional method of acid
balance in addition to the respiratory and renal systems. The extensive afferent and
efferent connections of the cSC make it a prime candidate for multisystem integration, for
instance regulation of pH through the respiratory, cardiovascular, and digestive systems.
It is interesting to note that the orexin containing neurons of the lateral hypothalamus
project to the cSC. Both of these regions are CO2/H+ chemosensitive and stimulate
gastric motility (Peyron et al. 1998). Another interaction between respiratory and
gastrointestinal systems is seen in the effect of stimulating the larynx with water and the
observation of a DMV mediated inhibition in gastric motility (Kobashi et al., 2002).
The complexity of the SC provides a challenging framework from which to study
mammalian physiology. Its basic structure is in many ways very simple, but the
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adaptability that it demonstrates provides a wealth of avenues for systemic and molecular
exploration. Much of its circuitry remains ill-defined from a functional standpoint, but
advances in anatomical labeling techniques, such as knock-in animals with fluorescently
tagged neural markers, and advances in visualization technology allow for greater
exploration of cellular mechanisms with known connectivity.
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Figure 1: Anatomical features of the solitary complex. A. Schematic diagram of caudal
medulla oblongata indicating the subnuclei of the nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS).
Dotted line ‗B‘ indicates approximate level of section in B. Abbreviations: 4V – 4th
ventricle; AP – area postrema; Com – commissural NTS; Sc – central NTS; Sm – medial
NTS ; Slt – lateral NTS; Sni interstitial NTS; St – solitary tract; Svl – ventrolateral NTS.
Modified with permission from CRC Press from Figure 10 of Ciriello et al. 1994. B.
Schematic diagram of a transverse tissue slice that shows the caudal solitary complex and
surrounding structures. Abbreviations: 10N – dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; 12N –
hypoglossal nerve; AP – area postrema; CC – central canal; Cu – cuneate nucleus; Gr –
gracile nucleus; py – pyramidal tract; sol – solitary tract; Sol C – central NTS; Sol DL –
dorsolateral NTS; Sol I interstitial NTS; Sol IM – intermediate NTS; Sol M – medial
NTS ; Slt – lateral NTS; Sol VL – ventrolateral NTS. Modified with permission from
Elsevier from Plate 150 in Paxinos and Watson (2007).
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Figure 2: Functional connections of the solitary complex. Afferent connections from the
respiratory and cardiovascular systems (Airway stretch receptors, Baroreceptors, CCR,
PCR) and gastroesophageal system (Gastric stretch receptors, UES stretch receptors)
terminate in the same regions of the caudal NTS. Stimulation of efferent pathways from
the NTS, by CO2, pH, or neuroactive agents such as orexin, can result in increases in
ventilation and perfusion. Stimulation of the DMV can lead to increased gastric motility
and secretion as well as relaxation of the esophageal sphincters. Inset shows the
functional interconnection of the DMV and NTS with its reciprocal innervation.
Abbreviations: BaroR – baroreceptors; CCR – central chemoreceptors; CPG – central
pattern generator; CV – cardiovascular; CVLM – caudal ventrolateral medullar; DMV –
dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; GMBF – gastric mucosal blood flow; NAmb –
nucleus ambiguus; NTS – nucleus tractus solitarius; PCR – peripheral chemoreceptors; Q
– perfusion; tLESR – transient lower esophageal relaxation; UESR – upper esophageal
sphincter relaxation; VA – alveolar ventilation; VG – gastric ventilation. Reprinted from
Figure 1 from Dean (2011) with permission from Elsevier.
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Chapter 3: The Oxygen Tightrope: Balancing the Benefits and Hazards of O2 Use

Oxygen makes up roughly 20% of the atmosphere and is vital to all eukaryotic
organisms as the final electron acceptor in cellular respiration. The concentration of O2
within an organism must be tightly controlled to maintain metabolic demands while
avoiding toxicity. Atmospheric O2 at sea level is approximately 160 Torr, while in brain
tissue the partial pressure of O2 varies between 3-35 Torr (Dean et al., 2004).
Hypoxia is a lack of oxygen in an organism. Environmental hypoxia is
encountered at altitude or, in the case of aquatic organisms, may be encountered when
dissolved O2 is low. Physiologically hypoxia can occur locally in tissues due to ischemia.
Damaging levels of hypoxia in the central nervous system may occur as the result of
transient ischemic attack, stroke, blood loss, or recurrent apneas.
Oxygen in higher concentrations, hyperoxia, can also cause damage to tissues.
One way in which tissues can be exposed to ―higher‖ O2 levels is in reperfusion from
ischemia. Cells exposed to hypoxia undergo metabolic changes to compensate for lower
levels of O2. Reperfusion restores the normal blood flow and O2 delivery, but cells may
initially respond as if to a hyperoxic stimulus. Environmental hyperoxia does not occur
naturally, but there are situations in which humans encounter hyperoxia by being given a
greater than atmospheric fractional concentration of O2, such as with premature infants,
SCUBA divers, and those undergoing hyperbaric oxygen treatments. Breathing pure
(100%) O2, particularly under hyperbaric conditions, can lead to oxygen toxicity, which
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can include seizures and damage to the lungs and retina. Hyperoxia and hypoxia can
both increase the production of reactive oxygen species (ROS), which can damage cells
and lead to cell death. The purpose of this review is to describe the effects of both
hypoxia and hyperoxia, particularly on the function of the nervous system and the
mammalian response to changes in O2 concentration.

Molecular Effects of O2
All eukaryotic organisms rely on oxidative phosphorylation for cellular energy.
Oxidative phosphorylation is the process of making adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which
occurs at the inner membrane of mitochondria. A series of protein complexes embedded
in the inner membrane make up the electron transport chain, which passes electrons
between electron acceptors in a series of redox reactions that culminate in the reduction
of O2 to H2O and the synthesis of ATP via the flow of protons across the inner
mitochondrial membrane through the enzyme ATP synthase.
There are four complexes in the electron transport chain with ATP synthase
sometimes referred to as a fifth complex, although it does not participate in electron
transfer. Complex I is NADH dehydrogenase (NADH-coenzyme Q oxidoreductase).
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NAD) is an electron acceptor that is found in
glycolysis and the citric acid cycle. It is referred to as NAD+ in its oxidized state and
NADH in its reduced state. NADH donates two electrons to the electron transport chain.
As the electrons pass through complex I, protons are transferred across the inner
mitochondrial membrane into the intermembrane space to generate the electrochemical
gradient that drives ATP synthesis. The electrons leave complex I through the reduction
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of ubiquinone (coenzyme Q) to ubiquinol which brings them to Complex III. Complex
II, succinate dehydrogenase, is another complex that accepts electrons from the citric acid
cycle, this time from the molecule flavin adenine dinucleotide (FAD). FADH2 brings two
electrons to complex II, and as with NADH in complex I, reduces ubiquinone to
ubiquinol. Complex III, cytochrome c reductase, takes the two electrons from ubiquinol
and reduces two molecules of cytochrome c. This complex also transfers protons across
the inner mitochondrial membrane to contribute to the electrochemical gradient.
Complex IV, cytochrome-c oxidase, is the final complex in the electron transport chain.
Cytochrome-c gives up an electron that is given to a molecule of O2, which takes on
additional electrons from other molecules of cytochrome-c and free protons to form H2O.
The electrons are added one at a time, which results in the production of a superoxide ion
(·O2-) which can then form other ROS such as the peroxide radical (O22-) and hydroxyl
radical (OH-) (Jamieson et al., 1986). Most of the time, superoxide is a very short-lived
free radical and cytochrome-c oxidase does not release the superoxide radical before it
can be combined with protons to make water, but roughly 1-2% of O2 consumed in
oxidative phosphorylation is released as ROS (Maltepe and Saugstad, 2009). In addition
to the reduction of O2 in complex IV, ROS can be generated via ―electron leakage‖ at
both complex I and complex III (Jamieson et al., 1986, Brand et al., 2004a, Lai et al.,
2006, Bao et al., 2009, Xu and Arriaga, 2009). The process of electron transfer in
complex III involves a reduced form of coenzyme-Q, known as the ubisemiquinone
radical which can ―leak‖ electrons to molecular O2 directly and form superoxide
(Jamieson et al., 1986, Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007). Complex I forms superoxide
only in the matrix side of the inner mitochondrial membrane, while complex III forms
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superoxide on both sides of the inner mitochondrial membrane (Xu and Arriaga, 2009).
Both hyperoxia and hypoxia have been shown to increase production of ROS (Jamieson
et al., 1986, Dean et al., 2004, Guzy and Schumacker, 2006, Abramov et al., 2007). In
addition to ROS, reactive nitrogen species, particularly peroxynitrite, can form within
cells from reactions with ROS in the presence of CO2 and can cause cellular damage or
lead to cell death (Vesela and Wilhelm, 2002, Ahmad et al., 2009).
The role of ROS in cell signaling and pathology is currently an area of intense
research. In addition to being produced within mitochondria, superoxide is produced in
the cytosol via oxidation of NADH by NAD(P)H-dehydrogenase (NAD(P)H oxidase)
and oxidation of (hypo)xanthine by xanthine dehydrogenase (Abramov et al., 2007,
Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007). Complex III has been proposed as the specific site for
superoxide generation in hypoxia (Guzy and Schumacker, 2006), although evidence
exists that genes transcribed during hypoxia upregulate NAD(P)H dehydrogenase to
generate ROS which feeds-forward to generate mitochondrial ROS (Prabhakar et al.,
2009, 2010). Superoxide inside cells is quickly converted to hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
by superoxide dismutase (SOD). Hydrogen peroxide is then normally broken down to
water and molecular oxygen through the actions of catalase or glutathione peroxidase. In
the presence of reduced iron (Fe2+) hydrogen peroxide can undergo the Fenton reaction
and produce the highly reactive hydroxyl radical (·OH) (Halliwell and Gutteridge, 2007,
Garcia et al., 2010a). D‘Agostino et al. (2007) have shown superoxide production in
hippocampal neurons by O2 is dose-dependent, with 95% O2 and 60% O2 producing
higher amounts of superoxide at a faster rate than 40% O2 or 20% O2.
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Increased ROS production is linked to multiple cellular pathologies (Nishikawa et
al., 2000, Brand et al., 2004b, Dean et al., 2004, Abramov et al., 2007, Mori et al., 2007,
Auten and Davis, 2009, Robertson et al., 2009). This oxidative stress may cause lipid
peroxidation and result in blebbing of the plasma membrane, as shown in a study on
human U87 glioblastoma cells (D'Agostino et al., 2009). This study demonstrated, using
atomic force microscopy, that increased O2 in the media bath resulted in increased
amounts of membrane blebbing which was similar to the result seen when adding
exogenous H2O2. Significant amounts of lipid peroxidation, nuclear Ca2+ influx, and the
pro-apoptotic protein Bax were found from cortical neurons of newborn piglets given
100% O2 for one hour, suggesting that hyperoxia promotes apoptotic cell death by
activation of a Ca2+/calmodulin dependent pathway (Chang et al., 2007).

A hypoxia-

ischemia study on 7 day old rats (8% O2 for 1.5 hours) showed that hyperoxia treatment
(100% O2 for 2 hours) immediately after hypoxia resulted in an increase in inflammatorylinked necrotic cell death but not apoptotic death (Gill et al., 2008). Therefore, it is
possible for hyperoxia and increased ROS to activate multiple cell-death pathways, likely
through oxidation of multiple cytosolic, mitochondrial, ER, and nuclear components.
The currently held view is that oxidative stress is countered by endogenous
antioxidant production and that oxidative stress upregulates the production of endogenous
antioxidants. If the oxidative stress is persistent or great enough the cell‘s endogenous
antioxidants are overwhelmed leading to the aforementioned membrane blebbing,
oxidation of lipids, proteins, and DNA, which ultimately may lead to apoptosis or
necrosis. Additionally, oxidative stress to astrocytes may reduce their antioxidant
capabilities within the brain and may contribute both directly and indirectly to neuronal
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death (Mori et al., 2007). Antioxidants may even be downregulated during hypoxia,
suggesting that ROS activity may be a necessary component for the hypoxic response
within cells (Prabhakar et al., 2009, 2010).

Hypoxia
Hypoxia can be experienced by an organism at altitude, but most hypoxic
incidents in humans are due to localized disruption in blood flow. Neurologically, the
major causes of hypoxia are due to traumatic brain injury, transient ischemic attacks, and
ischemic stroke. The reduction in blood flow lowers the pO2 of the surrounding tissue,
initiating a series of molecular events to protect the neurons until proper oxygenation can
be restored. Prolonged hypoxia leads to cellular damage and cell death. One mechanism
by which this may occur is that hypoxia can cause an increase in mitochondrial Ca2+
concentration and the extrusion of cytochrome-c into the cytosol, resulting in initiation of
the caspase mediated apoptosis pathway (Robertson et al., 2009).
The molecular response to hypoxia is an activation of a nuclear transcription
factor: hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) (Sharp and Bernaudin, 2004). The ubiquitous form
is HIF-1, which is a heterodimer consisting of HIF-1α and HIF-1β (Wang et al., 1995).
HIF-1β is constitutively expressed and is independent of O2 concentration. In normoxic
conditions HIF-1α is consistently degraded by prolyl hydroxylases, which contain ferrous
iron, and in the presence of molecular O2 hydroxylates and acetylates HIF-1α (Sharp and
Bernaudin, 2004, Acker, 2005, Lee et al., 2007). This allows a protein complex to bind
that targets HIF-1α for ubiquination and subsequent degradation by proteasomes (Sharp
and Bernaudin, 2004, Acker, 2005). In hypoxic conditions HIF-1α is not degraded,
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allowing it to dimerize with HIF-1β, after which it translocates to the nucleus where
transcription of hypoxia related genes occurs (Figure 3). Thousands of genes are affected
by hypoxia with over 70 directly regulated by HIF and hundreds more influenced directly
or indirectly by HIF (Lee et al., 2007). These include genes that increase glycolytic
enzymes and glucose transporters (for anaerobic respiration) and promote angiogenesis
(e.g. erythropoietin, vascular endothelial growth factor) (Wang et al., 1995, Sharp and
Bernaudin, 2004, Bavis et al., 2007, Lee et al., 2007). There is evidence that the stability
of HIF-1α is influenced by factors in addition to O2 and iron, suggesting that moderate
hypoxia leads to limited transcription of hypoxia-related genes while more severe
hypoxia leads to full transcription (Lee et al., 2007).
Hypoxia is studied in a variety of ways depending on the model being studied.
Chronic hypoxia can be applied to study global ischemic events or disorders that involve
reduced ventilatory efficiency (emphysema, COPD) (Bavis et al., 2007). Chronic
intermittent hypoxia (CIH) can be applied to examine repeated ischemic events, such as
occur in recurrent apneas (Prabhakar et al., 2007). Acute intermittent hypoxia (AIH) can
be applied to examine the effects of long term facilitation (LTF) (MacFarlane et al.,
2008).
The hypoxic ventilatory response consists of a multi-phase response to a hypoxic
stimulus and shows differences in neonates compared to adults (Bavis et al., 2007, Hehre
et al., 2008). Within seconds organisms exposed to hypoxia increase ventilatory
frequency and tidal volume. After a short period of time (seconds to minutes), the
animal‘s ventilatory frequency decreases (short term depression) but tidal volume
continues to increase (short term potentiation). Sustained hypoxia results in a decline in
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tidal volume (Boon and Milsom, 2010). The first phase of the hypoxic ventilatory
response is mediated by the carotid bodies and can be examined by recording from the
carotid sinus nerve (Lahiri et al., 1987, Prabhakar et al., 2007, Pawar et al., 2008). The
response to sustained hypoxia is mediated by central chemoreceptors (Lahiri et al., 1987,
Hsiao et al., 1989, Thoby-Brisson and Ramirez, 2000, Nattie, 2008, Song et al., 2011).
One of the most studied phenomena associated with hypoxia is neural plasticity
induced by intermittent hypoxia. Neural plasticity, including long-term facilitation (LTF)
is thought to provide organisms with mechanisms to adapt to changes in O2 availability.
These changes are persistent after the stimulus has been removed, although the degree of
persistence varies based on the duration, type and pattern of stimulus, age of the
organism, and potentially other unknown factors (Bavis et al., 2007).
CIH mimics recurrent apneas such as in obstructive or central sleep apneas. CIH
alters the baroreceptor response over time to produce hypertension and increased
sympathetic drive (Prabhakar et al., 2007, Prabhakar et al., 2009, Kline, 2010, Prabhakar
et al., 2010). CIH alters the response of carotid chemoreceptors in adult rats by
increasing basal firing in normoxia and chemoreceptor sensitivity to hypoxia
(MacFarlane et al., 2008). Increased chemoreceptor sensitivity is also found in neonatal
rats, but basal firing is not increased (Pawar et al., 2008). Neonatal rats show a long term
increase in the hypoxic response that persists for at least 2 months while the response
returns to pre-CIH conditions in adult rats after 10 days in normoxia. The persistence in
neonates may be due to hyperplasia of the glomus cells, as neonatal carotid bodies are not
fully developed at birth. Additionally, this study found that for neonates it took fewer
exposures to CIH (72 compared to 720 in adults) to produce an increased carotid body
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chemoreceptor response, with increased number of exposures augmenting the degree of
the response.
AIH can result in LTF by increasing phrenic or hypoglossal motor output or by
changes in respiratory parameters (Morris et al., 2001, McKay et al., 2004, BakerHerman and Mitchell, 2008, MacFarlane et al., 2008, Dale-Nagle et al., 2010). Neither
of these forms of LTF is induced by sustained hypoxia. However, both types of plasticity
do seem to require ROS (Griffioen et al., 2007, Prabhakar et al., 2007, MacFarlane and
Mitchell, 2008, MacFarlane et al., 2008, Dale-Nagle et al., 2010). MacFarlane and
Mitchell (2008) demonstrated that ROS was required for phrenic motor LTF by localized
injections of MnTMPyP to the cervical spinal cord of rats exposed to AIH. Spinal
injection of the antioxidant prevented development of phrenic LTF but not hypoglossal
LTF. There are multiple mechanisms for inducing phrenic LTF (Dale-Nagle et al.,
2010). Two major pathways for LTF are by activation of serotonin receptors coupled to
Gq proteins or by activation of Gs proteins which activate cyclic AMP and protein kinase
A.
The type of preparation and arousal state can alter the way in which AIH induced
LTF is expressed (McGuire and Ling, 2005, Baker-Herman and Mitchell, 2008, DaleNagle et al., 2010). Anesthetized vagotomized animals tend to show LTF in the form of
amplitude changes while conscious animals show LTF with changes in nerve discharge
frequency and in tidal volume (Baker-Herman and Mitchell, 2008). Interestingly, central
CO2 chemoreception also shows state dependent activity with some brainstem regions
responsive while the animal is awake and others when the animal is asleep (Nattie, 2001).
It should be noted that while anesthesia is an altered state of consciousness it is not
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equivalent to sleep, so although both states show differences in CO2 chemoreception
compared to a fully aroused animal. Therefore, they may not be comparable to each
other. CIH has been shown to increase the number of CO2 inhibited neurons in the
solitary complex of adult rats without affecting the number of CO2 stimulated neurons
(Nichols et al., 2009b). It seems likely that state-dependent differences in O2 or CO2
sensitivity may alter the character of LTF via changes in the solitary complex.
Combining chronic and acute intermittent hypoxias results in an additional form of LTF
in which the basal activity of the carotid sinus nerve is increased during normoxia
(Prabhakar et al., 2007, Pawar et al., 2008). It should also be noted that many of the
experimental models for AIH use hyperoxia to record initial responses to O2. Hyperoxia
is in itself a stimulus to neurons and may lead to generation of ROS which are required
for LTF. This may essentially increase the ―gain‖ of the system and explain some of the
contradictory results seen when comparing different experimental models, such as those
using ventilated air or a different fraction of O2. Additionally, some anesthetics have an
inhibitory effect on chemoreceptive sites and some preparations alter CO2 concentrations
which will affect central chemoreceptors and respiratory drive.

Hyperoxia
Oxygen sensitivity of neurons has been demonstrated directly via recording of
electrical activity and indirectly via upregulation of c-fos (Mulkey et al., 2000, Dean et
al., 2003, Mulkey et al., 2003a, Dean et al., 2004, Garcia et al., 2010a, b, Arai et al.,
2011). O2 sensitivity varies within the brain, with some neurons showing little response
to a brief (minutes) hyperoxic stimulus (Dean et al., 2003, Mulkey et al., 2003a). In
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studies using hyperbaric hyperoxia on thin tissue slices, O2 sensitive neurons in the
hippocampus and brainstem typically responded to increased levels of O2 with increased
firing rate, depolarized membrane potential, and an increase in input resistance (Mulkey
et al., 2000, Mulkey et al., 2003a, Dean et al., 2004, Garcia et al., 2010a). In recordings
of the solitary complex, nearly all of the CO2 chemosensitive neurons were also
stimulated by hyperbaric hyperoxia (Mulkey et al., 2003a). As CO2 provides the
respiratory drive, it is not unexpected that neurons that regulate ventilatory response
would also be O2 sensitive. A study on rats that were brought to seizure using hyperbaric
hyperoxia found upregulation of c-fos, an indicator of recent neuronal activity, in
noradrenergic neurons of the A1, A2, and A6 group in the brainstem (Arai et al., 2011)
The A2 group of noradrenergic neurons is found within the solitary complex. However,
this study did not differentiate whether the upregulation of c-fos was due to hyperbaric O2
or as a result of the seizure.
The level of O2 during development is critical for proper development of the
nervous system. Fetal tissues are generally more hypoxic than infant or adult tissues.
Exposure to hyperoxia can cause developmental defects (Cardot et al., 2007, Gerstner et
al., 2008, Kaindl et al., 2008, Yiş et al., 2008, Maltepe and Saugstad, 2009). In the case
of premature infants, atmospheric oxygen is hyperoxic compared to in utero. Many
premature infants are given supplemental O2 due to immature development of the lungs
and vasculature. This is potentially dangerous due to the toxic effects of hyperoxia. In a
study on neonatal rats, hyperoxic exposure (80% O2) led to significantly decreased
neuronal cell counts and increased markers of cell death in multiple cortical regions (Yiş
et al., 2008). The age of the rats (P5) was chosen for similarity to the level of brain
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development in a 24-week premature infant. Since supplemental O2 is often required
with premature infants, there is a need to establish safe ways of providing O2 with
minimal impairment of development. Markers of oxidative damage and apoptosis were
reduced in six day old neonatal rats given erythropoietin prior to 24 hours of hyperoxia
(80% O2), providing a potential adjunctive treatment for premature infants requiring O2
supplementation (Kaindl et al., 2008). Interestingly, hypoxia stimulates erythropoietin
production via HIF, but hyperoxia may inhibit erythropoietin (Voitkevich et al., 1979,
Debevec et al., 2011).
Premature infants, even those without any other complications, often express
recurrent apneas that are likely due to immature development of peripheral and central
chemoreceptors as revealed by brief hyperoxic tests (30s of 100% O2) (Cardot et al.,
2007). These brief apneic episodes (~3s) are likely due to a hypocapnia induced by an
initially higher frequency of ventilation that then reduces central respiratory drive. As
CO2 builds back up, central chemoreceptors trigger respiratory drive and eupnic
breathing resumes. A similar mechanism is believed to be responsible for recurrent
apneas in adults.
There is a critical period in early post-natal development in which hyperoxia can
produce a long-term depression of the ventilatory hypoxic response (Bisgard et al., 2008,
Donnelly et al., 2009, Bavis et al., 2010). This depression of the ventilatory hypoxic
response persists into adulthood in rats. In a study that looked at peripheral
chemoreceptor response in juvenile (3-5 month) rats after exposure to 60% O2 two days
prior to parturition and for 1-4 weeks following parturition, there was a marked reduction
in carotid sinus nerve activity to 100% N2 or NaCN stimuli (Bisgard et al., 2008).
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Another study by the same group suggests that the mechanism for this response is not
mediated by ROS, as antioxidant supplementation (Vitamin E or MnTMPyP) had no
effect and there was no evidence of serum protein carbonyls (an indicator of oxidative
stress) (Bavis et al., 2008). The authors suggested that the reduction in carotid sinus
nerve activity may have been due to an inhibition of the peripheral chemoreceptors
themselves and/or a reduction in the number of afferent fibers produced during
development based on a reduction in volume of the carotid body (Wang and Bisgard,
2005). Another possibility, not suggested by the authors, is that the site of oxidative
stress may be within the brainstem, which may not have received the antioxidant
supplementation due to the blood brain barrier. Evidence does exist of the importance of
ROS in neural response to changes in O2. In a study on the hypoxic ventilatory response
that focused on phrenic LTF, complete elimination of LTF occurred with local injection
of MnTMPyP into the cervical spinal cord but systemic injection only attenuated the LTF
(MacFarlane and Mitchell, 2008).
This critical period of development of the hypoxic ventilatory response appears to
be approximately 7 days in rats, although the number of days of hyperoxic exposure may
be a determining factor. Chronic hyperoxia began to diminish the hypoxic response of 7
day old pups but not 4 day old pups exposed to hyperoxia while still in utero and
following parturition (Bavis et al., 2010). These hyperoxia exposed rat pups also had an
initially lower ventilatory rate due to lower tidal volume, but after 14 days, normoxic and
hyperoxic pups had similar ventilatory rates due to a decrease in the normoxic control
ventilatory rate. A single-unit electrophysiological study on neonatal rats that began the
hyperoxic stimulus when the pups were 7 days old found an enhancement in hypoxic
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response after one day but a reduction after 3-5 days of chronic hyperoxia (Donnelly et
al., 2009). The study found alterations in response occurred both presynaptically in the
glomus cells of the carotid body and postsynaptically in the afferent nerve.

Clinical Applications of Hyperoxia
Hyperoxia, both normobaric and hyperbaric, has been suggested for a number of
different clinical uses. These include postnatal care of premature infants (Maltepe and
Saugstad, 2009), to accelerate wound healing (Tandara and Mustoe, 2004), to reduce or
prevent the occurrence of post-operative infection (Murray et al., 2010), to improve
treatment of septic shock (Calzia et al., 2010), ameliorate stroke or myocardial infarction
symptoms (Stavitsky et al., 1998, Singhal, 2006, Kumaria and Tolias, 2009, Michalski et
al., 2011), and as an adjuvant to cancer treatment (Daruwalla and Christophi, 2006). The
efficacy of many of these uses has been questioned as controlled experimental evidence
is lacking in many cases and contradictory results have been obtained in clinical studies
(Diringer, 2008, Calzia et al., 2010).
Barring carbon monoxide poisoning, the O2 saturation of hemoglobin within the
blood is nearly at 97% (Daruwalla and Christophi, 2006). Oxygen does not dissolve
readily in the blood under normal atmospheric pressures. Normobaric hyperoxia of
100% O2 increases dissolved O2 in the blood and can provide roughly a third of the
body's O2 requirements, but hyperbaric hyperoxia at 3 atmospheres absolute can provide
6% O2 by volume, which is sufficient dissolved O2 to support resting metabolic needs
(Daruwalla and Christophi, 2006, Bitterman, 2009). Therefore, increasing the amount of
dissolved O2 in the blood increases the effective diffusional distance from blood vessels
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and improves the rate of diffusion to ischemic tissues. This may also be effective in
cases where the patient cannot adequately extract O2 across the lungs, such as with
underdeveloped premature infants and those with disorders affecting lung function
(emphysema, COPD). Toxic effects of O2 can be seen with both normobaric and
hyperbaric O2, although central nervous system O2 toxicity is typically only seen with
hyperbaric O2 exposure (Bitterman, 2009). Central nervous system O2 toxicity is
characterized by tonic clonic seizures which rapidly alleviate when the subject is returned
to a normobaric setting. Hyperoxia increases vasoconstriction of cerebral blood flow,
likely as a means to maintain tissue pO2. However, during hyperbaric hyperoxia tissue
pO2 in the rat brain rises as a function of pressure, as much as 2-3 times above that of
normobaric normoxia at 7 atmospheres absolute (Torbati et al., 1976). Clinical use of
hyperbaric O2 usually involves between 2 and 3 atmospheres and 100% O2 is usually
given via face-masks, rather than pressurizing an entire chamber with 100% O2. ―Rest‖
periods of hyperbaric air are given to reduce the risk of seizure or pulmonary damage
(Bitterman, 2009).
In premature infants, O2 may be given due to immature development of the
respiratory system. This may result in bronchopulmonary dysplasia which is attributed to
oxidative stress and neutrophil influx (inflammatory response) to neonatal lung tissue
(Auten et al., 2002). In addition, extended hyperoxia causes pulmonary and retinal
damage (Auten and Davis, 2009, Cringle and Yu, 2010, Deuber and Terhaar, 2011). In
the case of infant resuscitation in the event of traumatic brain injury or cardiac arrest
(often brought on due to asphyxiation) higher than atmospheric levels of O2 may be given
during and/or shortly after resuscitation. Some studies suggest that this is of no benefit
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and may actually be harmful by providing oxidative stress to the brain (Hoffmann et al.,
2006, Gill et al., 2008, Yiş et al., 2008, Maltepe and Saugstad, 2009, Robertson et al.,
2009). Neonates are particularly susceptible to changes in O2 due to ongoing neural
development (including the central and peripheral chemoreceptors) and a reduced
antioxidant capacity (Wang and Richerson, 1999, Prabhakar et al., 2007, Yiş et al., 2008).
As described earlier, a critical period exists in which hyperoxic exposure permanently
depresses the hypoxic ventilatory response. While moderate hyperoxia (60% O2)
permanently attenuates the hypoxic ventilatory response in neonatal rats, it has no lasting
effect on juveniles or adults. Hyperbaric O2, however, can lead to a smaller temporary
attenuation of the response in adult anesthetized cats (Torbati et al., 1989). There is a
lengthening of the inspiratory and expiratory phases and an increase in tidal volume.
Hyperoxia has been proposed as a treatment or supplement to treatment of
bacterial infection. When given early and for a limited duration, hyperoxia can improve
the effectiveness of the inflammatory response to bacterial infection without causing
damage to the lungs (Calzia et al., 2010). It is believed that hyperoxia improves the
ability of leukocytes to kill bacteria via increased ROS production (Tandara and Mustoe,
2004, Auten and Davis, 2009). There is also evidence that hyperbaric hyperoxia activates
nuclear transcription factor kappa B (NFκB) in peripheral blood mononuclear cells
(Madden et al., 2011). NFκB is an important instigator of the inflammatory response that
sets into motion a cascade of chemokines and cytokines.
Hyperoxia may be of use in treatment of traumatic brain injury and stroke. Based
on clinical reports if hyperoxic treatment provides a benefit to patients, treatment must be
provided within hours of the insult (Kumaria and Tolias, 2009). The use of hyperoxia
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may increase the time window in which thrombolytic treatment of ischemic stroke is
effective (Michalski et al., 2011). Studies on the use of thrombolytics with hyperbaric
oxygen in myocardial infarction showed no negative effects compared to thrombolytics
alone but failed to show a significant improvement in patient outcome (Stavitsky et al.,
1998). Evidence that hyperoxia provides a benefit in traumatic brain injury is seen in a
reduction of lactate in the microdialysate of cerebrospinal fluid of patients, indicating a
recovery of cells from anaerobic respiration (Kumaria and Tolias, 2009).
No standard currently exists for the amount of hyperbaric or normobaric
hyperoxia to give in treatment of traumatic brain injury or stroke. The concern with
hyperoxic treatment is to avoid damage to pulmonary or neural tissue and to avoid
oxidative stress from ROS. A study on 11 patients with traumatic brain injuries showed
that brief normobaric hyperoxia (100% O2 for 2 hours) improved arterial pO2 and brain
tissue pO2 without signs of oxidative stress in the cerebrospinal fluid (Puccio et al.,
2009). In a rat model of focal cerebral ischemia, normobaric hyperoxia reduced infarct
size, improved pO2 in the penumbra, and inhibited the production of a NADPH-oxidase
subunit (Tang et al., 2010). Using a middle cerebral artery occlusion rat model for focal
cerebral ischemia, normobaric hyperoxia (100% O2 for 3 or 6 hours) was shown to
improve survival within the penumbra and reduce total infarct size compared to control
animals (Henninger et al., 2007). The initial size of the infarction did not differ between
normobaric hyperoxia and experimental controls. Normobaric hyperoxia increased the
time of reperfusion without increasing cerebral blood flow. Evidence of oxidative stress
and apoptosis, however, were found contralateral to the lesion site, which suggests that
oxygen toxicity may be a concern even with normobaric hyperoxia treatment. The use of
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combination treatments may allow for a lower amount or duration of O2 to be used
without toxic effect to lungs or neurons. A combination of normobaric hyperoxia (95%
O2 for 1 hour) and cilostazol (an antiplatelet drug) improved outcome for mice subjected
to a middle cerebral artery occlusion (Nonaka et al., 2009). The combination treatment
reduced the infarct size compared to control animals, reduced the amount of apoptotic
cells, and demonstrated less neurological deficits after both 1 and 7 days post-insult. The
result from the combination was better than either treatment alone. It was suggested by
the authors that the two treatments improved the outcome via different mechanisms, but
that the cilostazol had the added benefit of reducing oxidative stress that likely leads to
damage when giving hyperoxia alone.
It has been proposed that hyperoxia could reduce secondary injury in traumatic
brain injury or stroke by improving cerebral pressure autoregulation (Rangel-Castilla et
al., 2008). A study using a thromboembolic rat model showed improved function
compared to controls 25 hours post-surgery for rats given tissue plasminogen activator
(tPA), normobaric O2, and hyperbaric O2 plus tPA (Michalski et al., 2011). This study
did not see an improvement with hyperbaric O2 alone. Normobaric and hyperbaric O2
helped stabilize leakage in the blood-brain barrier when given alone, but not in
combination with tPA.
The treatment of patients following myocardial infarction with hyperoxia is
similar in theory to the treatment of stroke. During myocardial infarction there is a
reduction in blood flow to tissues resulting in localized ischemia until adequate flow can
be restored. Myocardial infarction can lead to a global cerebral ischemic event, rather
than a focal ischemic event, as in stroke. Consequently, some clinicians and investigators
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have recommended that hyperoxia not be used on patients with myocardial infarction due
to non-significant differences in improvement between normoxic and hyperoxic patients
and the potential for exacerbating reperfusion injury (Hazelton et al., 2010, Conti, 2011).
Using a rat model of global cerebral ischemia, Hazelton et al. (2010) showed that
hyperoxia promoted increased inflammatory response in CA1 hippocampal neurons 7
days after the experimental insult and increased cell death after 7 and 30 days. However,
there was no significant difference in a behavioral test given 30 days following the insult.

Perspective
The level of O2 in clinical and research settings is something that is of great
concern, particularly with respect to the brain. From an experimental perspective, many
in vivo and in vitro protocols deliver O2 or oxygenated media that is many times higher
than is normally seen in neural tissue. Continuous hyperoxia results in increased
oxidative stress and eventual cell death. Protocols that alter O2 levels intermittently can
alter neuronal properties for extended periods of time. This should be taken into account
when studying systems that may be affected by O2,, such as peripheral and central
chemoreceptors. While normobaric and hyperbaric O2 provide potential treatments for a
number of serious pathologies, the issues of toxicity and conflicting molecular processes
make for a complex puzzle. What is currently needed is the ability to deliver appropriate
amounts of O2 to cells and tissues without activating irreversible excitotoxic pathways.
Supplementing with antioxidants has not proven effective thus far in a clinical setting.
Since ROS seem to be required for some of the inflammatory and neuroprotective
processes initiated by cells exposed to altered levels of O2, blocking or reducing ROS
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may in fact be more harmful than allowing ROS levels to rise in a controlled fashion.
Combination treatments that affect multiple targets and allow for lower levels and
duration of supplemental O2 may be the best option for balancing the O2 tightrope.
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Figure 3: Stabilization of hypoxia inducible factor and transcription of hypoxia related
genes. HIF-1α dimerizes with HIF-1β (labeled as ARNT - aryl hydrocarbon receptor
nuclear translocator) and the stable dimer forms a protein complex that binds to hypoxia
responsive elements (HRE) on hypoxia induced genes. Included in the schematic are
some of the target genes and their protective effects. Reprinted by permission from
MacMillan Publishers Ltd. Nature Reviews, Neuroscience Figure 4 Sharp and Bernaudin
(2004).
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Chapter 4: Methods

Medullary Tissue Slice Preparation
All experiments were performed according to animal use protocols approved by
the AAALAC accredited University of South Florida Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee (USF PHS assurance #A4100-01). Transverse medullary tissue slices (300400μm) were prepared from neonatal Sprague-Dawley rats (Harlan) at postnatal days (P)
2-22, using a vibratome (model 1000, The Vibratome Company, St. Louis, MO) in
chilled ACSF equilibrated with 95% O2 + 5% CO2 (2-4 C). Slices were immediately
transferred to ACSF equilibrated with either 40% O2 + 5% CO2 in N2 or 95% O2 + 5%
CO2 (24 C) and held for a minimum of one hour before selecting the first slice for
electrophysiological study. Individual slices were selected for study from the 24oC
incubation bath up to 8 hours after slice harvesting. Transverse slices used in this study
encompassed a region beginning at obex and continuing rostrally for ~1 mm. This region
was analogous to Figures 145 through 153 in adult rats according to the atlas of Paxinos
and Watson (2007).

Solutions
ACSF consisted of (in mM) 124 NaCl, 5 KCl, 26 NaHCO3, 1.3 MgSO4, 2.4
CaCl2, 1.24 KH2PO4 and 10 glucose. Microelectrodes were filled with a solution
containing (in mM) 130 K+ gluconate, 0.4 EGTA, 10 HEPES, 1.0 MgCl2, 0.3 Na-GTP,
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and 2.0 Na-ATP; pH set to 7.45 using 10N KOH. For most tight-seal, whole-cell patch
recordings (n= 65), Lucifer yellow, a fluorescent dye, was added to the filling solution to
verify electrode tip placement in the slice. Ten cells were recorded using the perforated
patch configuration using either 10µg/ml of gramicidin (5 cells) or 240µg/ml of nystatin
(5 cells) added to the filling solution (Akaike and Harata, 1994, Rhee et al., 1994). In
these experiments, perforated patch integrity was monitored by intermittent fluorescence
of Lucifer yellow to verify that pipette solution was confined to the electrode tip and not
the cytoplasm; prolonged fluorescence of Lucifer yellow in the pipette tip can cause
premature rupture of the perforated patch and thus was avoided (Dean et al., 1997). All
chemicals were purchased from Fisher Scientific Supply with the exceptions of K+
gluconate, Na-GTP, Na-ATP and Lucifer yellow (Sigma-Aldrich).

Gas Protocols
A single slice was placed in a heated chamber (model RC-27, Warner
Instruments, Hamden, CT) with a gravity-fed superfusion system. Superfusion media
were exchanged using a valve controller (model VC-6, Warner Instruments) and were
maintained at 32-37 C using a water bath to warm media reservoirs and a dual channel
automatic temperature controller to warm the main ACSF inflow line and tissue slice
bath (model, TC-344B, Warner Instruments). Slices held in 40% O2 control were
presented with normobaric hyperoxia (95% O2 + 5% CO2), relative ―hypoxia‖ (20% O2 +
5% CO2 in N2), hypercapnia (40% O2 + 10% CO2 or 40% O2 + 15% CO2 in N2), or
hyperoxic hypercapnia (90% O2 + 10% CO2 or 85% O2 + 15% CO2) by superfusing with
aerated ACSF. Each O2/CO2 treatment was bracketed by superfusing the slice with
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ACSF equilibrated with 40% O2 + 5% CO2 in N2. Slices that were held in 95% O2
control were presented with either relative ―hypoxia‖ (40% O2 + 5% CO2 or 20% O2 +
5% CO2 in N2), hypercapnia (90% O2 + 10% CO2 or 85% O2 + 15% CO2), or relative
―hypoxic‖ hypercapnia (40% O2 + 10% CO2 or 40% O2 + 15% CO2 in N2). Each
treatment was bracketed by superfusing the slice with control ACSF aerated with 95% O2
+ 5% CO2. Twenty-two cells maintained in both levels of control oxygen were
challenged with relative anoxia (95% N2 + 5% CO2). 0.5mM of Na2SO3, an O2
scavenger, was added to the ACSF for relative anoxia treatments. The rationale for using
an O2 scavenger is that our preliminary experiments indicate that there is a critical
threshold for tissue slice pO2 that activates superoxide production in cSC neurons (Dean
et al., 2010). This critical level of pO2 can be achieved using 95% N2 plus Na2SO3 in a
submerged tissue slice that is maintained using one-sided superfusion while visualizing
neurons in the upper layers with an upright microscope. Relative anoxia treatments
lasted only 5 minutes to avert irreversible loss of neuronal excitability; that is, exposure
to anoxia for 7-10 minutes using slices maintained in 40 or 95% O2 control was deemed
too long as most neurons in the cSC failed to recover upon reoxygenation. A period of 5
minutes was seen to be sufficient to determine an electrophysiological response to anoxia
and allow for full recovery upon re-oxygenation to 40 or 95% O2.
A neuron was classified as O2-excited if it showed a ≥ 20% increase in firing rate
when exposed for 10 minutes to ACSF superfusate with a higher pO2 than the preceding
treatment or a ≥ 20% decrease in firing rate when exposed for 10 minutes to ACSF
superfusate with a lower pO2 than the preceding treatment. For example, a neuron in
40% O2 control that showed an increase in firing when exposed to 95% O2 and a decrease
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in firing rate when returned to 40% O2 would be considered O2-excited. A neuron in
95% O2 that showed a decrease in firing rate when exposed to 40% O2 and an increase
when returned to 95% O2 would likewise be considered O2-excited. Similarly a neuron
was classified as CO2-excited if it showed a ≥ 20% increase in firing rate when exposed
for 10 minutes to ACSF superfusate with 10 or 15% CO2. A neuron was considered CO2
inhibited if it showed a ≥ 20% decrease in firing rate when exposed for 10 minutes to
ACSF superfusate with 10 or 15% CO2. All other neurons were considered as O2 or CO2
insensitive.

Electrophysiology and IR Video Microscopy
The cSC was located visually using the 4× objective of a Nikon FN-1 upright
fixed stage microscope equipped with DIC optics for infrared video microscopy (Figure
4A). Individual neurons were identified using a long working distance 40× waterimmersion objective (Figure 4B). Neuronal activity was measured by whole cell
recording. Microelectrodes were fabricated using a Flaming-Brown micropipette puller
(Model P87, Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA) to a resistance of 5-7 MΩ. Filled
microelectrodes were connected to an Axon Instruments HS-2 headstage (gain 0.1×) with
a Ag-AgCl wire, and a AgCl pellet reference electrode placed in the tissue slice bath to
complete the recording circuit. The headstage was connected to an Axoclamp 2A
amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA). Signals were transmitted through a
Digidata 1440 analog/digital converter (Molecular Devices) and recorded using
pCLAMP 10.2 and a Dell Optiplex 745 desktop computer. A Pulsemaster A300 (World
Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) was used to generate current pulses of varying
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amplitude, duration and delay. Integrated firing rate was determined through the use of a
window discriminator and rate meter (FHC, Inc, Bowdoin, ME) sampling in 10s bins.
Ten cSC neurons were recorded using the perforated patch technique as previously
described (Huang et al., 1997). A control period of at least 10 minutes of stable Vm, Rin,
and spontaneous firing was recorded prior to any experimental manipulations.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical significance of treatment types within recordings was determined by t
test or Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test, depending on normality and equality of variance
of the sample. A sample ≤ 200ms of the Vm and firing rate was taken every 10s for the
last two minutes of any treatment. Samples of Rin were obtained by periodic injection of
a small amplitude square pulse during recording. The amount of current required varied
between recordings and was determined as the minimal amount of current to generate a
square trace more negative than that of the after-hyperpolarization of the action potential.
For initial values of Vm and firing rate, used to examine differences between recordings at
the two levels of control O2, means were taken from the entire length of the initial control
period and compared using t test or Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test. All statistical tests
were performed using statistical software in SigmaPlot (version 11.0, Systat Software,
Inc.) with a level of significance of p<0.05.
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Figure 4: Whole-cell recording of cSC neuron in 40% O2. A. 4x magnification
photomicrograph showing placement of electrode in cDMV (white arrow). B. 40x
magnification photomicrograph of brainstem slice depicted in A showing tip of electrode
touching surface of the neuron. C-E. Electrophysiological recording of neuron depicted
in A and B at 8 (C), 63 (D), and 98 (E) minutes following seal formation. AP – area
postrema; CC – central canal; DMV – dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus; XII –
hypoglossal motor nucleus
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Chapter 5: Results

Tight-seal Formation in 40% O2 Control ACSF at 32-37oC
Because this is the first study to incubate (24oC) and maintain brain tissue slices
in a recording chamber (32-37oC) in a control level of O2 less than 95%, we wondered if
a tight-seal recording could be established and held sufficiently long for study in 40% O2.
Figure 4 shows a microelectrode positioned in the caudal dorsal motor nucleus of the
vagus (cDMV) of the cSC in a 300µm thick slice (A). The microelectrode tip was
visually guided towards the cDMV neuron and attached using light suction in the wholecell recording configuration (B). A sample of the Vm trace (mean Vm= -52 mV) recorded
during the initial control period in 40% O2 is shown (C) as well as samples of the Vm and
spontaneous action potentials at 63 (D) and 98 (E) minutes following tight-seal patch
formation. We determined that it was possible to form and maintain gigaohm seals in
40% O2 under both whole-cell recording (Figure 5A; n= 37) and perforated patch
recording conditions (Figure 5B; n= 10) in 40% O2 at 32-37°C. There was no significant
difference in firing rate between neurons recorded by whole-cell versus perforated patch
techniques. In perforated patch recordings, however, there were problems getting full
perforation of the membrane patch thereby preventing accurate measurement of Vm and
Rin but allowing measurement of spontaneous firing rate. For this reason, we
discontinued perforated patch recordings.
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Successful whole cell recordings were initiated and sustained in medullary slices
maintained in warmed media equilibrated with 40% O2 for several hours after slicing
(Figure 6, top). The mean duration of recordings in 40% O2 was 104 ± 6 minutes and in
95% O2 was 131 ± 10.5 minutes (Figure 6, bottom). In many cases, recordings were
terminated intentionally following multiple experimental trials that included repeated
testing of O2 and CO2 sensitivity (see below). Nonetheless, the comparison reveals that
tight-seal recordings are initiated and sustained with similar results in either 40% O2 or
95% O2 over the course of a typical brain slice experiment.

Activity in 40% O2 Versus 95% O2 Control ACSF (32-37oC)
A total of 78 cSC neurons were analyzed from 77 slices harvested from 73
animals. The selection criteria for including a recording in this study were as follows:
resting membrane potential (RMP) of -40mV or more negative and spontaneous or
evoked action potentials that overshot zero mV. If spontaneous activity was not present
upon establishing the whole-cell configuration, then either short duration positive current
pulses were injected or a positive holding current was applied to evoke action potentials.
In some cases a negative holding current was applied after initial seal formation and
break-through and gradually removed as the whole cell patch seal stabilized.
Alternatively, if the firing rate was high or the cell began to depolarize then a negative
holding current was used to reduce the control level of firing rate or to stabilize the Vm.
Only recordings with a Vm that had no holding current applied during the initial control
period were used to determine initial RMP. Neurons studied in the 40% O2 control
ACSF (n= 34) had an initial RMP of -46 + 1 mV while those studied in the 95% O2
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control ACSF (n= 24) had an initial RMP of -44 + 1 mV. This difference in RMP was
not significantly different between the two levels of control O2 media (p=0.259, MannWhitney Rank Sum Test). However, neurons maintained in the 40% O2 (n=47) had a
significantly lower initial firing rate (1.2 + 0.2 Hz) than neurons maintained in 95% O2
(n=28) (2.1 + 0.4 Hz) (p= 0.015, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test). Rin in 40% O2 control
ACSF (n=28) (519 + 34.4 MΩ) was not significantly different from that in 95% O2
control ACSF (n=28) (603 + 52.2 MΩ) (p=0.303, Mann-Whitney Rank Sum Test).
In 40% O2 control ACSF, spontaneous activity was seen in 20 recordings. In
addition, sustained depolarizing current (0.1 to 0.3nA) was applied for the entirety of 15
recordings and for portions of 13 recordings to induce repetitive firing. A short duration
positive current pulse (0.1 to 0.6nA) was used to evoke repetitive action potentials in 14
recordings, in 6 cases this current pulse was applied in combination with a sustained
depolarizing current. One of the neurons from the 40% O2 control initially stimulated
with short duration current pulses to produce action potentials began firing spontaneously
during the course of the recording.
In 95% O2 control ACSF, spontaneous activity was seen in 26 recordings. Eleven
recordings using the 95% O2 control had holding current applied; three of these required
positive holding current to generate repetitive firing while the remaining eight required
negative holding current to reduce firing rate. A short duration positive current pulse was
used to evoke action potentials in 2 recordings.
Altogether, 7 neurons that were initially firing spontaneously stopped firing
during the course of experiments but responded to injected current to then produce
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evoked action potentials. Five of these were from the 40% O2 control and two were from
the 95% O2 control.
To summarize, RMP was not significantly different in neurons maintained in 40%
versus 95% O2; however, spontaneous firing rate was significantly lower in 40% versus
95% O2. Likewise, 36 of 52 (69%) neurons maintained in 40% O2 required depolarizing
DC current injection or depolarizing current pulse injection to initiate repetitive firing.
By contrast, only 5 of 26 (19%) neurons maintained in 95% O2 required depolarizing
current injection to elicit repetitive firing. Thus, control level firing rate and overall level
of excitability were greater, generally speaking, in cSC neurons maintained in 95%
versus 40% O2.

O2 Sensitive Neurons are Stimulated by 95% O2 (Hyperoxia) and Inhibited by
< 40% O2
Normobaric Hyperoxia
The effects of normobaric hyperoxia were studied two ways. If using 40% O2 +
5% CO2 control, the O2 was increased for 10 minutes to 95% O2 + 5% CO2. If using
95% O2 + 5% CO2 control, the O2 level was lowered to 40 or 20% O2 for 10 minutes and
then returned to 95% O2 + 5% CO2. Either way, neurons that had a significantly higher
firing rate in 95% O2 were identified as ―O2-sensitive‖ or stimulated by hyperoxia.
Sixty-seven percent (29/43) of the neurons maintained in 40% O2 control ACSF
were stimulated by exposure for 10 minutes to normobaric hyperoxia (Table 1). During
hyperoxia, O2-sensitive neurons showed an increase in firing rate and typically
depolarization of Vm and variable changes in Rin. Input resistance was the least reliable
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indicator of O2 sensitivity between neurons since it did not always change in the same
direction for the same cell with repeated O2 manipulations. For example, Figure 7 shows
a cDMV neuron that increased its firing rate from approximately 2.5 to 5 Hz during two
bouts of hyperoxia (95% O2). Measurement of Rin showed that it decreased by ~60 M
each time during hyperoxia going from 321 to 265 M

and then from 307 to 232 M

(not shown). This was an example of a neuron with reproducible changes in Rin during
hyperoxia. In contrast, Figure 8 shows an example of another neuron maintained in 40%
O2 control that was stimulated by hyperoxic hypercapnia (90 % O2 + 10% CO2) and by
hyperoxia alone (95% O2 + 5% CO2), but was unaffected by hypercapnia alone (40% O2
+ 10% CO2, balance N2). In the portion of the recording shown, the Rin increased during
hypercapnia (40% O2 + 10% CO2 and 90% O2 + 10% CO2), decreased during hyperoxia
(95% O2 + 5% CO2) and decreased further upon return to control 40% O2 +5% CO2.
However, in an earlier portion of this recording (not shown), Rin decreased during
hypercapnia (40% O2 + 10% CO2) and then increased during hyperoxia (95% O2 + 5%
CO2). Based on the firing rate response, this neuron was classified as O2 sensitive but
CO2 insensitive (see below).
Eighty-one percent (21/26) of the cSC neurons recorded in the 95% O2 control
ACSF were O2 sensitive as indicated by a decrease in firing rate and hyperpolarization of
the Vm, as the level of O2 was lowered to 40% (Table 1). For example, Figure 9A shows
a cDMV neuron that decreased firing rate with repeated exposure to 40% O2. Vm
decreased from -44mV to -52mV and Rin decreased from 570 to 300MΩ. Reoxygenation
from 40 to 95% O2 reversed the inhibitory effects of the lower level of oxygen.
Reoxygenation of neurons in 95% O2 control, in general, resulted in a firing rate response
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to O2 that was similar to the acute hyperoxic experimental condition for neurons held in
the 40% O2 control. In 9 of 16 of these neurons tested with 40% and 20% O2 there was a
dose-dependent firing rate response to O2. Figure 9B shows an example of this graded
response from a neuron in the cDMV that had a firing rate between 4.6 and 5.7 Hz in
95% O2, 2.4 Hz in 40% O2, 0.5 Hz in 20% O2, and stopped firing entirely in 0% O2.
Likewise, the Vm hyperpolarized as the O2 was lowered, reaching -58mV in relative
anoxia, and depolarized when returned to 95% O2 with values ranging from -45mV to
-48mV. As can be seen in the figure, Rin, in this recording, typically increased as O2 was
lowered and decreased when returned to 95% O2. Interestingly, relative anoxia resulted
in a sharp decrease in Rin from values of approximately 700 M

in the 95% O2 periods to

an average value of 315 M .
To summarize, acute exposure to hyperoxia (95% O2 + 5% CO2) in a 40% O2
control and reoxygenation from 40% O2 to 95% O2 in a 95% O2 control resulted in
similar changes to Vm, and firing rate; namely a depolarizing shift in Vm, and an increase
in firing rate. Changes in Rin were found to be inconsistent with respect to changes in O2
level in most cells with the exception of relative anoxia in which there was always a
sharp decrease in Rin (see below).

Relative Anoxia
A dramatic inhibitory response was seen in cSC neurons under both control
oxygen levels when presented with 5 minutes of relative anoxia using 0% O2 + 5% CO2
balance N2. Thirteen recordings were made using 95% O2 control and 9 recordings were
made using 40% O2 control. cSC neurons hyperpolarized rapidly and ceased firing
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spontaneous action potentials during anoxia. Upon reoxygenation there was a transient
increase in Rin accompanied by depolarization of the membrane back to the initial Vm
producing a characteristic wedge-shaped pattern (Figure 9B). Although most pronounced
during anoxia, this transient pattern of Rin change was also seen when going from 40%
O2 to 95% O2 in 9 recordings (Figure 9A). Eight of the nine recordings that showed the
wedge-shaped pattern of Rin going from 40% to 95% O2 were from neurons held in the
95% O2 control. The wedge-shaped Rin pattern was seen during reoxygenation in 3
recordings that did not include a test of relative anoxia.
The anoxia response was seen in 91% (20/22) of neurons tested with relative
anoxia, including three that were otherwise O2 insensitive, showing no change in firing
rate, Vm, or Rin when switching from 40% O2 to 95% O2 or vice-versa. In 68% (15/22) of
recordings, relative anoxia resulted in a reduction or elimination of all spontaneous
electrical activity, including the small sub-threshold Vm shifts indicative of either postsynaptic excitatory or inhibitory potentials (not shown).

CO2 Chemosensitivity and the Effects of O2
40% O2 Control
CO2 chemosensitivity, which included CO2-excitation and CO2-inhibition, is
expressed in cSC neurons maintained for several hours in a 40% O2 control. Of 35
neurons tested for CO2 chemosensitivity, 22 (63%) responded to an increase in CO2 from
5 to 10 or 15% (Table 2). Eleven of these chemosensitive neurons were stimulated by
hypercapnia and 11 were inhibited by hypercapnia. Neurons that were stimulated by
hypercapnia showed an increase in firing rate, usually with a depolarizing shift in Vm
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and/or an increase in Rin. For example, Figure 10 shows the firing rate response of a
CO2-excited neuron in the DMV that was maintained in control 40% O2 and was
stimulated by hypercapnia (10% CO2) and hyperoxia (95% O2). The second bout of
hypercapnia did not increase firing rate but it did cause the same depolarizing shift in Vm
and increase in Rin that was observed in the first hypercapnia test.
The inhibitory response to hypercapnia was characterized by a decrease in firing
rate, hyperpolarization of Vm and usually an increased Rin. Figure 11 shows the response
of a CO2-inhibited cDMV neuron maintained in 40% O2. Hypercapnia (40% O2 + 10%
CO2) resulted in a lower firing rate (0.05 Hz) than in the control condition (0.4-0.6 Hz).
(Figure 11A) Hyperoxic hypercapnia (90% O2 + 10% CO2) had a slightly lower firing
rate (0.3 Hz) than the 40% O2 control, compared with the 0.7 Hz firing rate seen with
hyperoxia (95% O2). (Figure 11B)

95% O2 Control
In 95% O2 + 5% CO2 control medium, 29% (5/17) of neurons tested in the cSC
were CO2-insensitive and 71% (12/17) of neurons tested were CO2 chemosensitive
(Table 2). Of the chemosensitive neurons, three were CO2 excited and the remaining
nine were CO2 inhibited. The neurons that were stimulated by hypercapnia showed an
increase in firing rate and typically a depolarizing shift in Vm and an increase in Rin. CO2
inhibited neurons typically showed a decrease in firing rate, a hyperpolarizing shift in Vm
and most commonly an increase in Rin. Of the 28 CO2 tests across the nine CO2 inhibited
neurons 19 (68%) showed an increase in Rin and 9 (32%) showed a decrease in Rin. Only
one recording had an Rin that decreased each time there was a CO2 test.
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As shown in

Table 3, the percentage of CO2-excited neurons identified in the cSC maintained in 95%
O2 in this study was lower than that reported in previous studies by Dean and colleagues.
Moreover, the percentage of CO2-inhibited neurons tended to be higher in this study than
that reported previously by Dean and colleagues.
To summarize, CO2-sensitive neurons were found in both control conditions with
a slightly higher percentage of CO2-sensitive neurons in the 95% O2 control. CO2
responses were seen at multiple levels of O2, for example a CO2-inhibited neuron held in
95% O2 control showed inhibition at 90% O2 + 10% CO2 as well as 40% O2 + 10% CO2
(Figure 12). Likewise, a neuron held in 40% O2 control showed inhibition with both
40%O2 + 10% CO2 and 90% O2 + 10% CO2 (Figure 11). In both control levels a greater
number of CO2-inhibited neurons were found than previously reported in this region.

Combined Effects of O2 and CO2 on cSC Neurons
Pooling the cells together, 85% (28/33) of the cSC neurons tested that were CO2
sensitive were also O2 sensitive (Table 4). Twenty-two of these neurons were studied in
40% O2 control medium and the remaining 11 neurons were studied in 95% O2 control
medium.

Oxygen-sensitivity was observed in 16/19 CO2-inhibited neurons (84%) and

12/14 CO2-excited neurons (86%). Six of 16 CO2-insensitive neurons (38%) were O2sensitive (Table 4). Seven neurons were tested using both relative anoxia and
hypercapnia. Of these, one was stimulated by hypercapnia, three were inhibited by
hypercapnia and three were insensitive. Five of the neurons tested with anoxia and
hypercapnia were also O2-sensitive.
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For 3 of the O2 sensitive and CO2-sensitive neurons, action potentials were
evoked by injecting a small duration square-current pulse at regular intervals (e.g. Figure
13). In these cells, CO2 sensitivity was determined by examining shifts in the Vm or the
number of evoked action potentials. In the example given in Figure 13 there are more
evoked action potentials during hypercapnia (D) as compared to the 40% O2 + 5% CO2
control and recovery periods (A) and the same number of evoked action potentials as
seen with hyperoxia (B). Hyperoxic hypercapnia (C) resulted in not only a higher
number of evoked action potentials but also some spontaneous action potentials. In an
earlier portion of this recording (not shown), the neuron was firing during injection of a
0.4 nA holding current and showed an approximately threefold increase in firing rate in
hypercapnia (4.3 Hz compared to 1.3 Hz in 40% O2 control) and approximately twofold
increase in hyperoxic hypercapnia (5.2 Hz compared to 3.5 Hz in hyperoxia 95% O2).
Figure 12 shows an example of a CO2-inhibited neuron in 95% O2 control where the
degree of inhibition is consistently greater in 40% O2 + 10% CO2 than it is in 90% O2 +
10% CO2. The mean firing rate during normocapnia in 95% O2 + 5% CO2 was 2.5 Hz
and the mean firing rate during 40% O2 + 5% CO2 trials was 2.3 Hz for this recording.
The mean firing rate during hypercapnia (90% O2 + 10% CO2) was 1.3 Hz but during
40% O2 + 10% CO2 it was 1.2 Hz. The mean Vm however was more hyperpolarized in
90% O2 + 10% CO2 (-44mV) than in 40% O2 + 10% CO2 (-42.9mV). Both levels of
hypercapnia were more hyperpolarized than the control 95% O2 (-41.5mV) and the 40%
O2 treatment (-41mV). This pattern was seen in 3/11 of the CO2-inhibited cells.
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Figure 5: Formation of whole-cell (A) and perforated patch (B) configurations on two
cSC neurons in 40% O2. A. Whole-cell patch formation consisted of 1) the electrode
touching cell membrane followed by light suction until gigaohm seal formed. 2)
Rupturing of membrane by brief increased suction. 3) Removal of injected square
current pulse. Note as cell goes whole-cell the immediate decrease in resistance and
occurrence of spontaneous action potentials. B. Perforated patch formation consisted of
1) the electrode touching cell membrane. 2) Application of light suction. 3) Formation
of gigaohm seal. 4) Removal of square voltage pulse. 5) Switch from voltage-clamp
mode to current-clamp mode. * on upper trace indicates segment of current recording
expanded in lower segment. Note that the downward slope of the membrane potential
trace at 30s is due to application of a small holding voltage. Spontaneous inward Na+
currents can be seen until the membrane potential reaches -40mV. Spontaneous action
potentials are evident at the switch to current-clamp mode. The size and character of the
action potentials improved as the cell continued to perforate over several minutes.
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Figure 6: Elapsed time and duration of patch formation in 40% O2 and 95% O2 controls.
Time 0 equals the time that slices were prepared. Slices were given a minimum of 60
minutes before attempting an electrophysiological recording. Length of line indicates
length of recording. The symbols at the beginning and end of each line indicate the
neuron‘s sensitivity, respectively, to CO2 (blue) and O2 (green) as defined in the key.
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Figure 7: Integrated firing rate showing O2 sensitivity in a cSC neuron in 40% O2
control. A. Voltage trace during control period. B. During hyperoxia, showing
increased frequency of action potentials. C. During recovery, showing reduced
frequency. Note that the hyperoxia response is reversible and repeatable in this example
and that the neuron does not respond to a hypercapnic stimulus.
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Figure 8: Voltage trace and integrated firing rate trace showing O2 sensitivity in a cSC
neuron in 40% O2 control. Note that the firing rate increases with hyperoxic hypercapnia,
remains elevated in hyperoxia, then returns to the control rate upon recovery.
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Figure 9: O2 sensitivity in cSC neurons in 95% O2 control. In A the neuron
hyperpolarized and stopped firing spontaneously when O2 was lowered to 40% O2. In
this example the response is the same at 5% CO2 and 15% CO2 indicating this is not a
CO2 chemosensitive neuron. Note that Rin decreases when the O2 is lowered. Note also
that reoxygenation results in a transient increase in Rin as the neuron depolarizes back to
its control membrane potential producing a wedge shaped pattern. In B, the neuron
shows a dose-dependent response to O2 with activity decreasing as O2 is lowered. Note
that anoxia (0%) results in an elimination of all firing and a decrease in Rin. Note the
similar wedge shaped pattern of Rin as seen in A with reoxygenation.
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Figure 10: CO2/H+-stimulated cSC neuron in 40% O2 control. Firing rate and Rin
increase in first hypercapnic trial. Although not evident, there is also a depolarization of
the membrane potential. This is evident in the second hypercapnic trial in which there is
no spontaneous firing but Rin increases along with the depolarized membrane potential.
This neuron is also O2 sensitive as indicated by the two responses to hyperoxia.
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Figure 11: CO2 inhibited cSC neuron in 40% O2. A and B are voltage traces from the
same recording. A. Response to hypercapnia showing a transient increase in firing
followed by a more extended inhibitory response. B. Response to hyperoxic
hypercapnia shows a greater initial inhibitory response.
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Figure 12: CO2 inhibited cSC neuron in 95% O2 control. A. Integrated firing rate. O2
level indicated by the line above the trace. Blue shaded bars indicate 90% O2 10% CO2.
Green shaded bars indicate 40% O2 10% CO2. Insets B-F are expanded voltage traces
indicating B. 95% O2 5% CO2 C. 40% O2 10% CO2 D. 95% O2 5% CO2 E. 90% O2
10% CO2 F. 95% O2 5% CO2. Time of insets B-F are indicated in A. Note that the
degree of inhibition, as indicated by the change in firing rate, is greater in 40% O2 than it
is in 90% O2.
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Figure 13: CO2 stimulated cSC neuron in 40% O2 using evoked action potentials. A
50pA square current pulse of 500ms duration was given at 10s interval to evoke action
potentials. Lettered insets show expanded voltage traces from A. 40% O2 5% CO2 B.
95% O2 5% CO2 C. 90% O2 10% CO2 and D. 40% O2 10% CO2. Note that there is no
increase in the number of evoked action potentials between the control (40% O2) and
hyperoxic stimuli, but there is a difference in the number of evoked action potentials for
hyperoxic hypercapnia. In addition, spontaneous action potentials were seen in the
hyperoxic hypercapnia treatment.
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Table 1: Effects on cSC neurons of acute hyperoxia (control 40% O2  95% O2) and
acute deoxygenation (95% O2 control  <40% O2).

O2 Stimulated
O2 Inhibited
O2 Insensitive
Total

Control 40% →
95%

Control 95% →
≤40%

Total

29 (67%)
1 (2%)
13 (30%)
43

21 (81%)
0
5 (19%)
26

50 (72%)
1 (1%)
18 (26%)
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Table 2: CO2 effects on caudal solitary complex neurons.

CO2 Stimulated
CO2 Inhibited
CO2 Insensitive
Total

40% O2 Control
11 (31%)
11 (31%)
13 (37%)
35

95% O2 Control
3 (18%)
9 (53%)
5 (29%)
17

Total
14 (27%)
20 (38%)
18 (35%)
52

Table 3: Effect of hypercapnia on solitary complex neurons in brain tissue slices.
Study

Dean et al.
1989
Dean et al.
1990
Huang et
al. 1997
Mulkey et
al. 2003a
Mulkey et
al. 2003b
Nichols et
al. 2008
Nichols et
al. 2009a
Nichols
et. al
2009b
Conrad et
al. 2009
This study
This study

Transverse
Brain slices,
300-400 m

Control Gas
(%O2/%CO2),
temperature

Adult rat
(100-400g)
Adult rat
(100-400g)
Neonatal rat,
P0-21
Adult rat
(>75g)
Adult rat
(>75g)
Neonatal rat,
P1-18
Adult rat,
P50-90

95/5,
35-37 oC
95/5,
35-37 oC
95/5,
37 oC
95/5,
37 oC
95/5,
37 oC
95/5,
37 oC
95/5,
37 oC

Adult rat, P50
Neonatal rat,
P1-P19
Neonatal rats,
P2-22
Neonatal rats,
P2-22

Hypercapnic
Treatment
(%CO2)

Response to Hypercapnia
Stimulated

Inhibited

Insensitive

15

48%

10%

42%

7, 10, 15

29%

1%

70%

7, 10, 15

34%

30%

36%

15

52%

15

53%

15

40- 51%

8-12%

15

57%

9%

34%

95/5,
37 oC

15

46%

8%

46%

95/5

15

44-51%

8-12%

10, 15

18%

53%

29%

10, 15

31%

31%

37%

95/5,
32-37 oC
40/5,
32-37 oC
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Not
reported
Not
reported

Not reported
Not reported

Table 4: Combined effects of CO2 and O2 on caudal solitary complex neurons.

CO2 Stimulated
CO2 Inhibited
CO2 Insensitive
Total

O2 Stimulated
12(35%)
16 (47%)
6 (18%)
34

O2 Insensitive
2 (13%)
3 (20%)
10 (67%)
15
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Total
14 (29%)
19 (39%)
16 (33%)
49

Chapter 6: Discussion

There were four main findings from this study: 1) Whole cell recordings can be
established at normal body temperature and sustained from cSC neurons in 300-400 mthick slices (neonatal rat) after several hours of incubation in 40% O2. 2) Neuronal Vm
and Rin are similar in 40% O2 control and 95% O2 control. Intrinsic firing rate, however,
is lower in 40% O2 control medium and acute exposure to 95% O2 causes increased firing
rate and depolarization in over half of the cSC neurons tested.

3) Likewise, cSC

neurons in slices maintained in 95% O2 control medium are inhibited during acute
exposure to <40% O2, exhibiting decreased firing rate and, typically, hyperpolarization
and variable changes in Rin. 4) CO2 chemosensitvity was retained in the 40% O2 control;
however, CO2-inhibited neurons equaled the CO2-excited in the 40% O2 control and
outnumbered CO2-excited neurons in 95% O2 control.
As in previous studies, neurons in the cSC showed a variety of sensitivities to
hypercapnia and O2 manipulations. This is not surprising given that the cSC is a highly
diversified region of the dorsal medulla oblongata consisting of the cNTS and cDMV.
The cNTS receives a tremendous amount of peripheral and central afferent inputs from
the cardiovascular and respiratory areas, including chemosensitive nuclei, baroreceptors,
gastrointestinal receptors, other brainstem nuclei, as well as higher CNS regions such as
the hypothalamus (Kalia and Sullivan, 1982, Berthoud et al., 1991, Jean, 1991, Ciriello et
al., 1994, Browning et al., 1999, Broussard and Altschuler, 2000, Ciriello et al., 2003,
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Pascual-Font et al., 2011). Likewise, there are numerous efferent outputs from the NTS
to a wide range of targets including the cDMV, nucleus ambiguus, retrofacial nucleus,
parabrachial nucleus, and the retrotrapezoid nucleus (RTN) (Ross et al., 1985, Browning
et al., 1999, Song et al. 2011). The fact that most CO2-sensitive neurons are also
sensitive to O2 suggests that these neurons may employ redox and nitrosative signaling
mechanisms that are important for homeostatic pH function, oxygen sensing, and/or may
serve to modulate the respiratory pattern (Dröge, 2002, Mulkey et al., 2004a, Dean,
2010). Consequently, it is not too surprising that chronic O2 exposure (hours) and acute
O2 manipulations (minutes) had powerful effects on neuronal function.

cSC Neurons are Viable in 40% O2 Control ACSF at Normal Body Temperature
This study is the first to demonstrate that neurons in the brain slice preparation
remain viable for several hours in warmed medium oxygenated with 40% O2. We
selected 40% O2 as our control level of O2 for medullary slices because we had
previously reported that hippocampal slices (adult rat CA1) incubated in 95% O2 exhibit
a higher level of superoxide production and increased incidence of cell death compared to
brain slices incubated in 40% O2. In fact, brain slices incubated in 40% O2 showed no
time dependent increase in cell death (D'Agostino et al., 2007, Dean et al., 2008).
Similarly, there were greater levels of F2-isoprostanes and F4-neuroprostanes in
hippocampal slices maintained in 95% O2 as compared to control slices analyzed before
exposure to 95% O2 (Fessel et al., 2002). While we did not measure tissue pO2 in the
present study, we have previously reported that the core of a 400 m-thick brain slice
submerged in a slice bath that is superfused over both surfaces with media equilibrated
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with 95% is hyperoxic and not hypoxic; that is, the core of the slice has higher pO2‘s than
that measured in the brain of an animal breathing normobaric room air (Garcia et al.,
2010a). In fact, 95% O2 in the slice preparation produces a level of tissue pO2 that is
equivalent to over 2 atmospheres absolute (203 kPa) hyperbaric oxygen (in vivo).
Therefore, incubating slices in 95% O2 produces the equivalent of a hyperbaric
oxygenated environment minus the effect of pressure (Mulkey et al., 2001, Garcia et al.,
2010a). Extrapolating from Figure 7 in the study by Garcia et al. (2010a), we estimate
tissue slice pO2 to range from 60 to 160 Torr (8-21 KPa) in a ~400 m thick brain slice
maintained in 40% O2 at ~37oC, which is still slightly above physiological norms
measured in vivo (Bingmann and Kolde, 1982).
The rationale for using 95% O2 as the control O2 level for slices for the past 40
plus years was, presumably, to maintain tissue slice oxygenation at all depths in the tissue
slice by 1) offsetting the reduced O2 carrying capacity of ACSF, which lacks hemoglobin,
and 2) to overcome the diffusion barrier of an avascular, unperfused tissue slice
(Bingmann and Kolde, 1982, Fujii et al., 1982, Reid et al., 1988, Aitken et al., 1995).
The question we raise here is whether 95% O2 is required to accomplish both tasks? To
our knowledge, the optimal level of control O2 in brain slices has never been
experimentally verified; that is, 95% O2 was selected (Dingledine, 1984) without ever
systematically testing alternative levels of O2 to see how the tissue slices function. In
fact, a scientific panel assembled to discuss the optimal conditions for preparing and
maintaining brain slices concluded that ―…perhaps we use too much O2. I don‘t know.‖
(Aitken et al., 1995). As a guideline, we would propose that the important factor to
consider is the resulting level of tissue pO2 that is measured throughout the slice, which
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will determine the rate of diffusional O2 uptake from the superfusion medium. Oxygen in
the ACSF only needs to be as high as that which is required to establish a sufficient rate
of diffusion of O2 into the slice to sustain tissue viability. Forty percent oxygen seems
adequate based on our above findings; however, lower levels of control O2 were not
tested in the present study. The caveat to this was that initial dissection of the brainstem
and slicing of the blocked brainstem was done in ice-chilled 95% O2 rather than 40% O2
due to the much greater thickness of the initial tissue block and our desire to reduce
hypoxic stress. Early brainstem slice studies that used 700-800μm thick slices found that
the core of these extremely thicker slices became anoxic over time (Bak et al., 1980, Fujii
et al., 1982). It would be interesting in future studies to attempt slicing in ice-chilled
40% O2 to verify whether or not the viability of the slice was affected.
We also demonstrated that perforated patch recordings could be established in
40% O2. The problem, however, was achieving full patch perforation in a timely fashion,
which may have been due to 1) too much nystatin/gramicidin-free solution in the pipette
tip or, alternatively, 2) maintaining the slice in 40% O2. Based on the ease of
establishing whole-cell recordings in 40% O2 we are more likely to accept the problem as
having too much nystatin/gramicidin-free solution in the micropipette tip. As there were
no differences in the baseline firing rate or the firing rate response to acute changes in
oxygen between whole cell and perforated patch configurations, the whole cell recording
configuration was preferred since Vm, Rin, and firing rate could be reliably recorded,
whereas only the firing rate could be determined using perforated patch recordings if
perforation was incomplete. In order to rule out the effect of "washout" or dialyzing of
the cell in the whole patch configuration, we tested multiple filling solutions (Kay, 1992,
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Filosa and Putnam, 2003, Gustafson et al., 2006) and determined that the low-Ca2+ filling
solution as in Filosa and Putnam (2003) provided the best results in terms of length of
recording, stability of the Vm, and gross morphological appearance of the neuron (i.e. no
obvious swelling or change in size or shape of the neuron over the course of the
recording).

Control Activity in 40% versus 95% O2
The level of control oxygen affected the level of spontaneous firing rate in cSC
neurons. Neurons maintained in medium equilibrated with 40% O2 had a lower level of
spontaneous activity than neurons maintained in medium equilibrated with 95% O2. The
lower baseline firing rate in 40% O2 indicates that the neurons in the cSC, in general, are
less excitable than those maintained in ACSF equilibrated with 95% O2. This conclusion
is also supported by the greater number of cells in 40% O2 media that required a
depolarizing holding current to evoke firing compared to neurons held in 95% O2 which
were much more spontaneously active. The present study, as in previous studies (Mulkey
et al., 2000, Mulkey et al., 2004a, b, Nichols et al., 2008, Nichols et al., 2009a, Nichols et
al., 2009b), used an elevated level of extracellular potassium, which would also increase
excitability. Thus, the reduced level of firing rate in 40% O2 of a deafferented brain slice
would be expected to be even more pronounced if extracellular potassium was reduced
from 6.24 to 3 mM (Garcia et al., 2010a). Likewise, reducing tissue temperature from
normal body temperature to room temperature may further reduce spontaneous firing rate
(Pehl et al., 1997). It is also likely that cSC neurons held in 95% O2 are metabolically
stressed compared to slices held in 40% O2 (Mulkey et al., 2001). For this reason, a
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lower control level of O2 may be preferable to decrease redox and nitrosative stresses on
cells from brainstem slices and to increase the viability and durability of the preparation.
The addition of an antioxidant, such as ascorbate, has also been proposed for improving
overall slice viability (Rice, 1999). This may be of even greater concern in the
maintenance of neuronal cell cultures as they will be exposed to higher relative O2 than
brainstem tissue slices as there is relatively no diffusional barrier to overcome. Cultures
of nucleus ambiguus and NTS neurons maintained in ~60 Torr (8kPa) O2 grew well and
were shown to have spontaneous pacemaker-like activity while exposure to 600 Torr
(80kPa) resulted in hyperpolarization and a complete lack of spontaneous activity
(Rigatto et al., 1992, Rigatto et al., 1994).
Clearly, the brain slice preparation is viable if it is maintained in normobaric
hyperoxia (95% O2). Years of published studies support that conclusion. In fact, in the
present study there were no significant differences in the RMP or Rin of cSC neurons
whether maintained in control media oxygenated with 40% O2 versus 95% O2. This
suggests that the ionic fluxes setting RMP in these neurons may adapt to sustained O2
concentration over time. However, the importance of chronic exposure of brain slices to
hyperoxia (i.e. 95% O2 for hours), we predict, comes in the cumulative effects of
oxidative and nitrosative stimulation or stress over the normal duration of an experiment.
If the neural network in question is modulated by reactive species and their highly
reactive derivatives then the use of a hyperoxic control becomes an unaccounted
modulatory stimulus that may perturb the neuronal population under study. For example,
chronic hyperoxia attenuates the response of peripheral chemoreceptors to O2 (Lahiri et
al., 1987, Mokashi and Lahiri, 1991). Thermosensitive hypothalamic neurons held in a
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21% O2 ACSF control lost their thermosensitivity when exposed to 95% O2 but regained
it with application of the antioxidant superoxide dismutase suggesting the modulation of
the thermosensitive firing rate response was related to increased ROS production with
hyperoxia (Shibata and Blatteis, 1991). Moreover, accumulating evidence in a variety of
animal and tissue preparations reveal that a single transient hyperoxic stimulus (Garcia et
al., 2010a, b), and recurring pattern of hypoxia/reoxygenation (Kline et al., 2007, BakerHerman and Mitchell, 2008, MacFarlane and Mitchell, 2008, MacFarlane et al., 2008,
Nichols et al., 2009b, Boon and Milsom, 2010, Dale-Nagle et al., 2010) activate long
lasting changes (hours) in neural activity. Thus, it will be important in future studies to
begin comparing how neural systems compare when studied using 95% versus < 40% O2
as the incubation and control conditions. Previous studies by our lab have shown that
acute application of hyperbaric hyperoxia has a stimulatory effect on a population of cSC
neurons (Mulkey et al., 2000, Mulkey et al., 2003a). These previous studies were
performed with slices that had been held in a 95% O2 control. Because the control
condition used 95% O2, the only way to increase pO2 significantly further was to increase
barometric pressure. In the present study, by lowering the control level of O2 from 95 to
40% we were able to test the effects of normobaric hyperoxia. Our findings show that an
acute application of normobaric hyperoxia (95% O2) produces a similar stimulatory effect
on firing rate of certain cSC neurons as that seen with hyperbaric hyperoxia. With acute
increases in oxygenation, O2-sensitive cSC neurons typically showed depolarization of
the membrane that accompanied the increase in firing rate (note Vm shift in Figures 6A,
7).
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In contrast, acutely lowering the O2 concentration in the 95% O2 control resulted
in a decrease in firing rate, which is consistent with the lower firing rate observed when
using the 40% control ACSF, but the acute presentation frequently also included a
hyperpolarization of the Vm. The fact that there were no differences between control
levels of O2 with respect to resting Vm or Rin (see above) suggests that the ionic fluxes
setting RMP may adapt to O2 concentration over time. This would explain why acutely
lowering the O2 would hyperpolarize the Vm but extended maintenance of the cells in a
lower level of O2 would not show a comparable hyperpolarization even though the
difference in firing rate is present. However, this must be considered cautiously as not all
neurons that showed a firing rate response to acute changes in O2 showed a shift in Vm.
Additionally, Rin was the least reliable metric for identifying O2 sensitivity. For
example, Rin in some recordings would increase in one hyperoxic treatment and decrease
in another. In others it would not change from one treatment to another. It should be
noted that the last two minutes of a treatment were used to calculate mean Vm, firing rate,
and Rin. In some cases, such as with anoxia, changes in Rin were seen very early in the
onset of treatment before or as changes to Vm and firing rate began. The rationale for
using the last two minutes of a treatment type is to get a stable mean that is unaffected by
a transitory state in the neuron. It may be that changes in the Rin and therefore
conductance of the cell membrane occur quickly in this preparation and the effects on
firing rate and Vm have a greater lag time.
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Relative Anoxia Reduces or Eliminates Spontaneous Firing in cSC Neurons
Given the functionally heterogeneous nature of the cSC it is surprising how
similar the response to anoxia was in all cells, regardless of their O2 or CO2 chemosensitivity. The greater degree of hyperpolarization and reduced Rin, combined
with the elimination or reduction of synaptic activity, suggests that relative anoxia results
in a global response by cSC neurons, possibly reducing activity in order to preserve
function and prolong cellular survival. It was seen that periods of anoxia longer than
seven minutes severely reduced the ability of the neuron to recover and in almost all
cases resulted in a completely unresponsive cell (data not shown). Shorter periods of
relative anoxia produced the repeatable and reversible results described. A study on the
cSC of 100-150g Sprague-Dawley rats (weaned), which utilized a hypoxic stimulus
lasting 35 minutes, showed a similar inhibitory response in 20% O2 + 5% CO2 balance N2
and 95% N2 + 5% CO2 as seen in the current study with values ≤ 40% O2 (Pascual et al.,
2002). The authors noted that 5 minutes was sufficient for a stable response to be
determined. There was no O2 scavenger in their media, which likely explains the less
severe inhibitory response to 95%N2 + 5% CO2 that they reported.
The anoxia response seen here is an example of the ―hypoxia paradox‖ (Nattie,
1998). Namely, acidification due to anoxia does not result in an increase in firing rate
even though the drop in pH is comparable to that of a hypercapnic stimulus of 10% CO2
which stimulates CO2 sensitive neurons such as those in the cSC. A possible explanation
for this is that anoxia results in a rapid fall in ATP and a consequent opening of ATPsensitive K+ channels (Putnam et al., 2004). The mechanism of this response to anoxia in
CO2 sensitive and insensitive neurons bears further study.
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Considerable focus has been given to the effect of ROS on cellular function in a
wide variety of systems (Calhoun et al., 1991, Becker et al., 1999, Nishikawa et al., 2000,
Li et al., 2003, Brand et al., 2004b, Wang et al., 2004, Guzy and Schumacker, 2006,
Griffioen et al., 2007, Prabhakar et al., 2007, MacFarlane et al., 2008). ROS are
produced as a natural byproduct of oxidative respiration and other enzymatic activities in
neurons (Guzy and Schumacker, 2006, Abramov et al., 2007, MacFarlane et al., 2008).
Increased levels of oxygen result in higher levels of ROS and an increased level of
oxidative stress on the neuron. Through different mechanisms, hypoxia and anoxia also
are believed to enhance ROS production, possibly by the shunting of the downstream
mitochondrial membrane electron transport complexes (Guzy and Schumacker, 2006,
MacFarlane et al., 2008). Preliminary studies by our lab examining ROS in cSC cells
show an increase in superoxide production with anoxia (Dean et al., 2010) and
unpublished data).

CO2 Chemosensitivity of cSC Neurons Maintained in 40% O2 versus 95% O2
The cSC has been shown in many preparations to be sensitive to CO2 and/or pH
changes (Chambers-Kersh et al., 2000, Nichols et al., 2008, Dean and Putnam, 2010).
Previous studies of chemosensitive neurons in the cSC have shown a predominantly
stimulatory effect of CO2 with a much smaller percentage of neurons showing inhibition
(Table 3) (Dean et al., 1989, Dean et al., 1990, Huang et al., 1997, Mulkey et al., 2003a,
b, Nichols et al., 2008, Conrad et al., 2009). Previous studies have used 95% O2 (control
5% CO2) while testing hypercapnic acidosis against a background of 85, 90 or 93% O2
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when using 15, 10 or 7% CO2. Thus, any observed effect of hypercapnia was potentially
modulated by hyperoxia preceding and during the CO2 test.
Approximately 62% of the cSC neurons tested were chemosensitive in 40% O2.
Therefore, cellular chemosensitivity was retained in a lower level of control O2 with CO2inhibited neurons equaling CO2-excited neurons. This was in contrast to all previous
studies that used 95% O2, which reported a higher percentage of CO2-excited neurons
versus CO2-inhibited neurons (Table 3). We postulate that the higher level of
background oxygen, which acts as a stimulant for many cSC neurons, as shown here and
elsewhere (Mulkey et al., 2003a; Mulkey et al., 2004a), potentially masks CO2-inhibition.
Thus, with a lower background of 40% O2, a greater proportion of CO2–inhibited neurons
were seen. For example, three of the chemosensitive neurons tested showed a greater
degree of CO2-induced inhibition while in 40% O2 as compared to when they were in
85% or 90% O2 (Figures 8, 10). This suggests that previous studies that used a higher
level of O2 may have missed CO2-inhibitory responses (calling them CO2-insensitive
instead) due to stimulatory effects of hyperoxia on the neuron that would be revealed at
lower levels of O2. Given that even 40% O2 is still above physiological norms it suggests
that there may be a greater inhibitory drive in the cSC than previously thought. Focal
mild acidification of the cNTS leads to an increased ventilatory response during
wakefulness and sleep (Nattie and Li, 2002) but it is possible that inhibition of inhibitory
interneurons within the circuit could lead to such a response. Our current lack of detailed
information on the interconnections of chemosensitive regions and their impact on the
respiratory center make it difficult to suggest with any certainty the functional
implication of CO2-inhibition in cSC neurons. Future studies examining the synaptic
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connections of the cSC with other known respiratory nuclei will be useful in furthering
our understanding of the neural circuitry underlying respiratory and pH homeostasis.
Contrary to the above interpretation, however, was the finding in this study that in
95% O2 control the number of CO2-inhibited neurons actually outnumbered the CO2excited neurons. This is in contrast to 9 previous studies by this lab and its collaborators
reporting that CO2-excited neurons outnumbered CO2-inhibited neurons (Table 3). The
present study, however, was the first to also combine O2 manipulation with CO2
manipulation in the majority of experiments. Therefore, we postulate that O2
manipulation, as used here, may induce long lasting changes in the neural circuitry of the
cSC that affects neural functions, including cellular CO2 chemosensitivity. Most studies
examining hypoxia sensitivity decrease O2 in brain stem slices from 95-100% down to
0% O2. Conversely, we tested the range between 40 and 95% O2. Thus, our study was
not designed to account for the possible effects of O2-induced neural plasticity that may
be activated over this range of tissue pO2. This may also explain why consistent changes
in Rin were difficult to detect between repeated O2 and CO2 manipulations. Clearly,
future studies will want to account for the possible effects of O2-induced neural plasticity
when testing neuronal sensitivity to different stimuli at different levels of O2. Consistent
with this notion was an earlier report that adult rats exposed to chronic hypobaric hypoxia
(0.5 ATA pO2) for 7 days prior to slice preparation showed an increase in percentage of
CO2 inhibited cells (28% in chronic hypoxia compared to 8% in normoxia) with no
difference in CO2 stimulated cells (34% in chronic hypoxia compared to 46% in
normoxia) (Nichols et al., 2009b).
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Additionally, in both controls in the present study, there are a greater number of
recordings from the cDMV than the cNTS. The higher proportion of cDMV cells was
due to the comparative ease of forming and maintaining a seal in this region compared to
the cNTS. Therefore, while there was no conscious bias in selection of cDMV over
cNTS neurons, it is possible that the greater degree of CO2 inhibited cells reported here
was due to the greater ease of recording cDMV neurons versus cNTS neurons. Previous
studies of chemosensitivity have not differentiated between the cNTS from cDMV;
however, future studies will want to.

Conclusions
This study reveals that normobaric hyperoxia is a stimulant for many neurons in
the cSC. Hence, selecting the level of control oxygen is an important decision when
using a brainstem slice preparation. Previous studies have used a much higher
concentration of oxygen (95%) due to concerns that neurons and glia within the deeper
lying layers of the tissue slice would be exposed to hypoxic or anoxic conditions.
Measurements of tissue pO2 indicate that that is not the case as long as the tissue slice is
<400 m thick (Mulkey et al., 2001, Garcia et al., 2010a). This study has clearly
demonstrated that 40% O2 can produce electrophysiologically viable neurons that
respond to acute changes in O2 and CO2. Our findings reinforce the fact that oxygen has
a modulating effect on medullary neurons. Neurons held in a control ACSF equilibrated
with 40% O2 + 5% CO2 + 55% N2 have an intrinsically lower firing rate than those held
in ACSF equilibrated with 95% O2 + 5% CO2 control without any other difference
between them electrophysiologically based on the criteria assessed here.
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The results of

this study demonstrate that the modulatory effects of O2 in both short (minutes) and long
(hours) durations may need to be taken into account when studying systems that employ
redox and nitrosative signaling mechanisms and are sensitive to oxidative and nitrosative
stresses. For longer duration studies, a lower level of control O2 would likely reduce the
cumulative damage caused by ROS and related reactive species (D'Agostino et al., 2007).
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Chapter 7: Future Directions

The major finding of this study is that 40% O2 is a suitable level of oxygenation
for thin tissue slice studies of neuronal activity. O2 is seen to be a stimulus both acutely
and persistently, although neuronal properties of membrane potential and conductance
show the ability to adapt over time. Given this, one future direction of study becomes
immediately apparent. Can slices be cut in a lower level of O2 and still be viable? All
slices prepared in this study were prepared in 95% O2 due to the thickness of the tissue
block. Care was taken to harvest the brainstem and place it in ACSF bubbled with 95%
O2 + 5% CO2 as rapidly as possible after decapitation. Slices that were studied in a 40%
O2 control were placed immediately after slicing in a room temperature bubbling media
bath, which presumably minimized the stimulatory affect of 95%O2. The rationale for
using 95% O2 for slicing was that the tissue block being cut was much thicker than the
slices used for recording. As mentioned previously, studies have shown that tissue
blocks of 800μm develop an anoxic core over time. The question of viability could be
settled quite easily using a live/dead cell labeling kit such as calcein/ethidium
homodimer-1.
An interesting finding of this study that bears future research is the near global
response to anoxia. The majority of neurons within the cSC responded to an anoxic
stimulus with a dramatic hyperpolarization and an extremely low input resistance, which
indicates an increase in membrane conductance. This effect is most likely due to the
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actions of a potassium (K) channel. Given that O2 is required for cellular respiration,
hypoxic or anoxic conditions result in cells shifting to an anaerobic glycolytic pathway.
This produces much less ATP than oxidative respiration and so a likely channel for
mediating this response would be a KATP channel. A combination of voltage-clamp
electrophysiology and molecular techniques would help to reveal which channel or
channels are responsible for the effect seen with anoxia and reoxygenation. This is of
particular interest from the perspective of ischemia-reperfusion injury in which cells may
be hypoxic or anoxic for a period of time and then subjected to a relatively hyperoxic
stimulus upon reperfusion.
Improvements in anatomical labeling have allowed for a greater degree of neural
tract tracing and now offer the opportunity of performing electrophysiology on cells with
known afferent or efferent projections. Many connections have been described within the
cSC, but the extent upon which the CO2 chemosensitive neurons affect the wide number
of efferent targets remains to be carefully explored. Are gastric projecting DMV neurons
receiving integrative input from CO2 chemosensitive NTS neurons and increasing gastric
motility and secretion to provide an additional method for pH regulation? Are the NTS
neurons that project to known respiratory regions, such as the RTN and phrenic motor
nucleus, O2 sensitive or CO2 chemosensitive? Does O2 sensitivity or CO2 sensitivity of
NTS neurons factor into baroreceptor responses as a means of balancing perfusion to
ventilation? All of these questions can be answered by careful combinations of labeling
and recording. The difficulty with these techniques lies with ensuring the proper labeling
of the neural circuit. There are advantages and disadvantages to all currently available
labeling methods. Labeling with fluorescent latex miscrospheres has been shown to work
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well to retrogradely label soma via uptake of the beads at the synapse (Katz and Iarovici,
1990, Vercelli et al., 2000). The difficulty in this technique lies with injection of the
microspheres to minimize labeling of non-target structures. This is particularly
challenging when attempting to label cSC neurons that are synapsing in other brainstem
nuclei, many of which are smaller than the typical ―spread‖ of a microinjection.
Lipohilic dyes such as DiI can be used at target organs to trace axonal projections, but
would not be usable for looking at central circuits (Berthoud et al., 1991, Cheng et al.,
1999, Zhang et al., 2000). The use of paired stimulus and recording electrodes allows for
the examination of synaptic plasticity (Paton et al., 1990, Smith et al., 1998). This
technique can be applied to the cSC using a horizontal slice and stimulating the solitary
tract (Doyle and Andresen, 2001, Kline et al., 2010). Ultimately a combination of
techniques is needed to elucidate the complex neural circuitry that underlies the cSC.
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Appendix
List of Abbreviations
ACSF – artificial cerebrospinal fluid
AIH - acute intermittent hypoxia
ATP - adenosine triphosphate
cDMV – cadual dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus
CIH - chronic intermittent hypoxia
cNTS – caudal nucleus tractus solitarius
ceNTS - central subnucleus of the NTS
cSC – caudal solitary complex
comNTS - commissural subnucleus of the NTS
DMV – dorsal motor nucleus of the vagus
DRG - dorsal respiratory group
FAD - flavin adenine dinucleotide
LTF - long term facilitation
mNTS - medial subnucleus of the NTS
NA - nucleus ambiguus
NAD - nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide
NTS – nucleus tractus solitarius
pO2 – partial pressure of oxygen
Rin – input resistance
RMP – resting membrane potential
ROS – reactive oxygen species
RTN - retrotrapezoidal nucleus
tPA - tissue plasminogen activator
Vm – membrane potential
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